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This paper is a study o f  several subjects concerning in te g ra l  
orders in composition algebras of  dimensions 2 and 4 over the 
r a t io n a l  numbers.
Chapter I consists of  p re l im in a r ie s .  In the second chapter  
we examine transformations carry ing c e r ta in  binary and quaternary 
quadrat ic  forms in to  mul t ip les  o f  themselves. In the quadratic  
case, nothing new is done, but a s l i g h t l y  novel and genera l izab le  
approach is used. In the 4-dimensional  case, an in te re s t in g  
f a c t o r i z a t io n  theorem ( 2 . 2 . 3 )  is obtained,  and th is  and other  
resu l ts  are used to f in d  an e s s e n t ia l l y  unique fa c t o r i z a t io n  of  
4 x 4  matrices T such that T 'T  = ml as T = RLU, where U is a 
permutation m atr ix  and R,L are r i g h t ,  l e f t  “ quaternion matrices"  
re sp e c t ive ly .  This chapter is concluded with a few remarks on 
specia l  automorphic transformations of  n-ary quadrat ic  forms.
In the t h i r d  chapter we introduce the notion of  lVm-max:msl" 
quaternion orders R; to w i t ,  those fo r  which R is a maximal ZM p p
order fo r  each prime p in m. A c h a ra c te r iza t io n  of  these r ings  
is  obtained,  and the fo l lowing theorem is proved: (1) Suppose
R is p-maximal and c = +1.  Then there are,  in  R, p + 1 p r im i t iv e  
l e f t  ideals  o f  norm p.
Next we develop the concept o f  an “ ideal  d iv is o r"  of a 
quaternion,  and genera l ize  a theorem due to L ipsch i tz ,  the e a r l i e s t  
known re s u l t  on f a c t o r i z a t io n  of  quaternions.  This along with
i v
(1) allows us, in c e r ta in  prescribed instances,  to count p r im i t iv e
representat ions of  an in teger  by c e r ta in  quaternary quadrat ic  forms.
In the fourth chapter,  the in te g r a l  order R associated with  
2
f  = x -  yz is studied,  and i t  is shown how pure ly  p r im i t iv e  
quaternions correspond to binary  quadrat ic  forms. In p a r t i c u l a r ,  
composition of  p r im i t iv e  binary quadrat ic  forms may be achieved 




A composition algebra over a f i e l d  K, o f  c h a r a c te r is t i c  not 2,  
is  a pa i r  (d ,N ) where d  is  an algebra over K, and N is a function,  
N :&  -* K, such th a t ,  for  a , /3 e <3, c e K,
( i )  N(qj9) = (Na)(Nj3);
( i i )  N(ca) = c2Na;
( i i i )  the inner product (a,/3) = N(a+j3) " Na -  N/3 is  b i l i n e a r
( i v )  N is  non-degenerate; tha t  is ,  i f  (a ,£ )  = 0 fo r  each 
P € d ,  then o: = 0; and
(v)  d  has an i d e n t i t y  element l : l a. -  a  L = a  fo r  a l l  
a  € Q.
W e ' l l  denote "(<7,N)" simply by since no ambiguity w i l l  a r ise
by so doing.  For a. € Cl, Na w i l l  be c a l le d  the norm of  a -  The 
condit ions ( i )  -  (v) imply the fo l lowing useful  i d e n t i t i e s :
(a)  (<x8,a'/3) = 08a,j3a') = (N j3 ) (a ,a ‘ )
(b) = (ajS' .a ' f l )  + 3 ' )
(c)  Ni = 1
(d) Na = (1 /2) (a ,a)
We notice tha t  Ki is a vector subspace of  d , and we may then 
derive d  = Kl © ( K i ) X. An element a  € O w i l l  be ca l led  pure i f  
a  € ( K t ) X; tha t  is ,  i f  ( a , l )  = 0.  Thus i f  y  e d ,  we may w r i te  y  
uniquely as y  = ct  + a ,  where c e K and a  is  pure. We define the 
con j ugate y  of  y  by y  = ct -  a .  Then y  -* y  is a l in e a r  mapping of
2
period 2 in d .  We may conclude that (a0 ,y )  = (o:,y0) =
(a ,0 ) = (a ,0 ) , and (a0,y) = ( f i a , y ) .  Thus, in view of ( i v ) ,  
a0 = 0  a . Also, then, oa = oa = go:, whence the map y  -* y  leaves 
oa f i x e d .  There fore,  oa € Kt ,  and so ( 1 / 2 ) ( o q m )  = (1 /2 )  (a ,a )  = Na 
impl ies  oa = (Na)l> We a lso have a  +  a  = ( a , l ) l =  Ta, the t race  
of  a ,  where Ta € Kt and a  -* Ta is a l in e a r  mapping. We may
0 n
fu r t h e r  deduce (cf. [4]  , p . 58 ) tha t  a  0 = a (o 0 ) ,  0or = (0a)a, which 
are the d e f in ing  conditions fo r  an a l t e r n a t i v e  a lgebra .
A composition algebra i s ,  then, an a l t e r n a t i v e  algebra with  
an in v o lu t io n  a  -* a such that oa = (N a ) l ,  a + G! = Ta , and 
such th a t  a “ (T a )a  + (Na) t  = 0, as may be v e r i f i e d .  The study 
of composition algebras was prompted by i n t e r e s t  in the "Hurwitz  
problem;" to w i t ,  given a f i e l d  K and a vector space d  over K, 
determine the quadrat ic forms N fo r  which thel*e is  a b i l i n e a r  
composition a 0  in d  such tha t  (Na)(N0) = N (a 0 ) .  Jacobson in  [ 4 ] ,  
a c la s s i c ,  showed that a composition algebra admitted such 
composition (and a converse statement as w e l l ) ,  and he a c tu a l ly  
determined a l l  o f  them, showing in the process tha t  the dimension 
of d  over K is 1, 2, 4, or 8 .  Those of dimension 8 were found to 
be non-associa t ive ,  and th is  condi t ion precluded cont inuation o f  
the algor ithm which Jacobson showed had to y ie ld  a l l  composition 
algebras over K.
Now suppose that D is  an i n t e g r a l  domain such tha t  the quotient  
f i e l d  K o f  D has c h a r a c t e r is t i c  d i f f e r e n t  from 2.  Let (<7,N) be a 
composition algebra over K. An element a  € d  w i l l  be c a l le d  
in te g r a l  i f  Naiand Ta are elements o f  Dt,. Assume tha t  R is a
3
D-module such that  R C Cl. Let R" = [coi: c e K, a  € R}. R is a 
D -order , or i n t e g r a l  o r d e r , o f  d  provided:
( i )  D C  R C R* = a
( i i )  R is  closed under m u l t i p l i c a t i o n ;  and
( i i i )  R contains only in te g r a l  elements.
The condit ion D C R  allows us to w r i t e  i  = 1 without ambiguity.  
Henceforth we w i l l  r e s t r i c t  ourselves to the case D = Z, the 
in tegers ,  and K = Q, the ra t io n a l  numbers.
(1 .1 )  Lemma: Let 71\ C (2 be a Z-module such that  % contains n l in e a r ly
independent elements,  where n = dim <7/Q. Then 71\ has a Z -bas is .
proof: (Estes) Let / 3 j , . . . , j 8 n be l i n e a r l y  independent elements
of  Since Cj3 j , . . . ,  cj3n are again l i n e a r l y  independent fo r  c ^ 0, 
c e Q, we may assume that  / 3 j , . . . , 0 n are chosen to be in te g ra l  
elements; chosen, in f a c t ,  so that  (d e t (  (|3j , j9j ) )  | is minimal with  
respect to th is  property .  For y^ 4 0 in % there  is  a r a t io n a l  
in teger  c ^ 0 such that  cy^ = c ^  + . . .  + c n^n > with c. c Z and 
( c j , . . . , c n) = 1. Let T be an i n t e g r a l  matr ix  o f  determinant 1
and f i r s t  column £, where £' = ( c ^ , . . . , c n ),  and l e t  (cy^ .y^  y p) =
( ^ j j . . . , ^ n) T .  Then 7 i>  • • • >7n are in te g r a l  elements of  and
| d e t ( ( y . , y j ) )  | = ( 1 /c 2) j d e t (  (j8. , 0. ) )  | (see ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) ) .  Hence c = ± l ,
a n d / 9 j , . . . , | 9  is  a Z-basis  fo r  D\. . q . e .d .
Henceforth we w i l l  assume tha t  a l l  modules % s a t is f y  the 
hypotheses of  ( 1 . 1 ) .  We de f ine  the norm of % to be the least  
p o s i t iv e  in teger  in 771. Let / 3 j , . . . , / 3 n be a basis fo r  We w i l l
sometimes w r i t e  7t[ = [|8j> • • • ,j3n] • N(L * s a quadrat ic  form
k
*/) = E  b . . x . x . , b . .  f  5, c a l le d  the norm form of  % fo r  the basis 
i , j  IJ 1 J 1J
j 8 j , . . . , | 3 n . We may e x t r a c t  a r a t io n a l  number q and w r i t e  ij) = q $*>
where jj) ' is a p r im i t i v e  n-a ry  quadrat ic  form with c o e f f i c ie n t s  in
Z, ca l le d  a p r im i t i v e  norm of fo r  the basis /3j , . . .  ,/3n . We v e r i f y
e a s i l y  that |q| is  an in v a r ia n t  o f  the choice o f  basis,  and that
equ iva lent  bases give r is e  to equiva lent  norm forms.
In th is  paper we w i l l  concentrate on Z-orders in composition
algebras of  dimensions 2 and 4 over Q., the quadrat ic  and quaternion
algebras,  r e s p e c t iv e ly .
A composition algebra  of  order 2 over Q is  a f i e l d  Fj = Q ( j ) ,
2
where j  /  1 is a square f re e  in teg er ,  or ,  i f  j  is a symbol such 
2
tha t  j  = 1, F. is the commutative assoc ia t ive  algebra over Q with
—  2 2 2 basis l , j .  I f  a  = aQ + a j j  , a  = a -  a j j  , and Na = aQ -  j  ,
2 2 and thus i f j  4 1, Na = 0 i f  and only i f  a  = 0.  Set dQ = j  or
2 2 2 4j according as j  2 1 or ^ 1 (mod I t ) .  Let £  = {dQs :s =: 1 ,2 ,3 ,  * - - 3
To each d c corresponds an order R  ̂ in Fj given by
Rd = {xQ + x 1 co:xo , x 1 e Z} ,  where
( 1 .2 )  co = C0d = (e + / d ) / 2 ,  c = 0 or 1 according as d = 0 or 1 (mod 4)
2 2 I t  fol lows tha t  N(x +yoo) = x + exy + (c -  d)y / 4 ,  the norm form of
Rd fo r  the basis 1,00.
The four dimensional  composition algebras over K were shown
by Jacobson to be the quaternion algebras,  4-dimensional  c en t ra l
algebras which are isomorphic to e i t h e r  a d iv is io n  algebra or the
the algebra of  2 x 2 matrices over K. O'Meara in [ 7 ]  gives what
is  probably the best known d e f i n i t i o n  of  a quaternion algebra.
However, fo r  our purposes, a more s u i tab le  d e f in i t i o n  is the one
which fo l lows,  f i r s t  given by P a l l  in [ 9 ] ,
Let f  be an in te g r a l  ternary  form, ( a . j ) the matrix o f  f .
Let ( A . j ) = a d j ( a . j )  [ I f  K is an n x n matr ix ,  by "adj K" we mean
the transpose o f  the matr ix  of  cofactors of  K ] , and l e t  adj f
be the te rnary  form with  matr ix  ( A . j ) .  The quaternion algebra
c7(f) per ta in ing  to the form f  has Q-basis 1,1 where
i.  ̂ = “A. . , k = 1 ,2 ,3 ,  and i i =-A + E  a . i. , 
k kk ’ ’ r s rs k
i i = -A -  E a . i . , where ( r , s , t )  is a c y l i c  permutation of  s r s r* i t  k kk
( 1 , 2 , 3 ) .  I f  a  = X j i j  + x2 i 2 + x^i^ € (7 (f)  such that  x ^ x ^ x ^  € Z,
then a  is said to be pure ly  i n t e g r a l . I f ,  in addi t ion ,  (x^ ,x2>x^)
then a  is termed purely p r i m i t i v e .
The norm-form of (7 fo r  the basis l , i ^ , i 2 , i ^  is N(xq + E x^i^)
k
2 2 x + adj f  ( x , , x 0 , x , )  = x„ + E  A - : x . x . ,  which need not always
o -i \ j > 2 ’ 3 °
J
be an in te g r a l  form. However, i t  is  found ( c f . [ 9 ] ) ,  for  
{ i , j , k }  = { 1 , 2 , 3 } ,  tha t  i f  c, = 0 or 1 according as 2a . .  is even
K 1J o
or odd, then the "Brandt norm-form", F = (x + ( 1 / 2 )  E  ebx. ) A +
o k K K
adj f  ( x j , x 2 ,x ^ ) ,  has i n t e g r a l  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  Accordingly,  i f  we
l e t  j ^  = i^  + S^/2,  k = 1 ,2 ,3 ,  then the norm form of Cl for  the
basis 1, j j , j 2 , j ^  is Fur ther ,  i t  may be v e r i f i e d  that  
R (f )  = [x + E x j  , : x ,  f  Zj} is a Z-order ,  which w i l l  be ca l le d  the
O . K K Kk
in te g r a l  order "associated w i th " ,  or "obtained from", f .  When
6
i t  is convenient,  we w i l l  w r i te  simply (7 and R fo r  (7 ( f)  and R ( f ) .
An element a  = x + E  x , j .  e R w i l l  be termed p r im i t iv e  i f  1 =
°  k k k
(xo>x 1>x2>x ^ ) ; p r im i t i v e  (mod m) i f  ( x q , x  . x ^ x ^ .m )  = 1; pure (mod m)
i f  ( a , l )  = 0 (mod m ) . I f  a  is pure and p r im i t i v e ,  a  w i l l  sometimes
be ca l led  " p u re -p r im i t iv e "  (as dist inguished from "pure ly  p r im i t i v e 11)
The most f a m i l i a r  quaternion algebra is the Hamilton algebra
2 2 2C7(f )  obtained from the form f  = x + y + z . The corresponding
order Rq =» R( f ) is  the "L ips ch i tz  r ing"  of  in te g r a l  quaternions.
2 2 2This system is not maximal; fo r  i f  g ■ x + y  + z  + x y + x z +  yz, 
then the Hurwitz r ing ,  R(g),  contains Rq . In fa c t ,  we can w r i te  
R(g) = { (x Q + X j i j  + x2 i 2 + x ^ i ^ ) / 2 : x o ~ x i s x 2 2 x^(mod 2 ) } ,  
where Rq = Z [ l , i j , i 2>i ^ ] .  In genera l ,  i t  is  we l l  known ( c f . [ 9 ] )  
tha t  an in te g r a l  order R ( f )  is maximal i f  and only i f  adj f  is  
fundamental, in the sense that adj f  cannot be obtained by an 
in te g r a l  l in e a r  transformat ion o f  determinant greater  than 1 from 
the a d jo in t  of  an in te g r a l  te rnary  form. For, i f  d = k  d e t ( a . j ) ,  
adj f  is fundamental i f  and only i f  d is square f re e  and c^ = -1  
for each prime in d, c^ denoting the Hasse symbol.
We remark in closing that no g e n e r a l i t y  is los t  by studying the 
r ings R( f ) ; fo r  Estes” has shown th a t  every r ing R of in te g ra l  
quaternions contain ing four l i n e a r l y  independent elements such that
'Dennis R. Estes,  USC, in several  l e t t e r s  to the author and 
to Professor Gordon P a l l ,  LSU, communicated a number o f  (hereto fore  
unpublished) ideas and resul ts  which have been u t i l i z e d  in th is  
paper. Accordingly,  the author wishes to acknowledge Professor  
Estes' c o n t r ib u t io n .  Several  ensuing resu l ts  owe th e i r  incept ion,  
or are d i r e c t l y  due, to him.
7
1 € R is isomorphic to a quaternion order associated with an 
in te g r a l  te rnary  form.
CHAPTER I I
MODULES OVER ORDERS AND TRANSFORMATIONS OF QUADRATIC FORMS
2.1  The Quadratic Case
Suppose 0!^, are elements o f  the quadratic order R  ̂ = [ 1,ctO 
such that  o^, a 2 are l i n e a r l y  independent over Q. Let W[ be the 
two-dimensional  Z-module [odj .o^].  Then we may select a Z-ibasiis 
k [ a , r  + so>] for  where a , r , s  e Z, ( a , r , s , )  = 1, k e Q. In the
Z-module [ a , r  + sto], s is the least  pos i t ive  in teger  c o e f f i c i e n t  
of to among the elements of  the module, a is the norm of the module,,  
and r is  unique (mod a ) .
Now [ a , r  + sco] with  ( a , r , s )  = 1 is an ideal  in R  ̂ i f  and only
i f  s = 1 and a |N ( r  + to) ( c f . [ 2 ] ,  p. 3 2 ) .  We may then set
b + / d  % b2 -  d
r + to = — 2 » N ( r + to) =  jj—  = ac ,
whence b = (ir + to, 1) ,  the trace of  r + to. Thus with the Z-module 
7ft = [a ,  r + to] we may associate the form if) = [ a , b , c ] .  Notice
that  i f  ( a , 2d) = 1, or i f  d is  fundamental , then ij) is  p r im i t iv e ;
2 2 2 2 for  i f  p | ( a , b , c ) ,  then p |b -  kac  = d, and (b -  k a c ) /p  is  a
d is c r im in a n t .
Let A denote the matr ix  o f  i j ) ,  and suppose a  € Fj such that




a  a = t + t ^ ( r  + oi) ; and
(2 .1 .1 ) a ( r  + to) = t 2a + t ^ ( r  + to), or
a ( r  + to) = t 2a + t ^ ( r  + t») .
One v e r i f i e s  e a s i l y  th a t  i f
then T'AT = (Na)A. Also,  det T = Na or -Na according as ( 2 . 1 . 1 ) 2 
or ( 2. 1  • 1)  ̂ * s t *ie case-
Conversely,  suppose ip = [ a , b , c ]  is a binary quadrat ic  form of  
discr im inant  d with  matr ix  A, and tha t  T is a 2 x 2 in te g r a l  
matr ix  such .that T'AT = eA. I f  T is given by ( 2 . 1 . 2 ) ,  then 
det T = t j t ^  -  t 2 t^ = ±e .  Choose r so that  r + tOj = (b + / d ) / 2 ,
and l e t  a^ = t^a + t ^ ( r  + to), a 2 = t 2 a + t ^ ( r  + to).
Assume det T = e .  Then from the Gauss Lemma ( c f  [ 1 ] ,  p. 160) 
we obtain the equations - a t 2 = c t^ ,  bt^ = at^ -  a t j ,  whence 
a  = ( l / & ) a j  = ( r  + a) *a2 s a t i s f i e s  Na = e and
aCa, r + to] C [ a ,  r + 'to] . I f  det T = -e ,  the Gauss Lemma y ie lds
b t j  = a t 2 -  c t^ ,  t^ = - t j ,  whence t * j ( r  + to) = a 2a. Hence i f
a  = ( l / a j a j ,  then Na = e and a [ a , r  + to] C [a,  r +to] .
( 2 . 1 . 3 )  Theorem: Let A be the matr ix  o f  a binary quadrat ic  form 
{/) = [ a , b , c , ]  o f  d iscr im inant  d, r + to -  r + tô  = (b + / d ) / 2 , 
and 71\ = [ a ,  r + a] • Then to each 2 x 2  matrix  T such that  
T'AT = eA corresponds an a  € F. such that  a  %, G %, or a  C # L
S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  a  = ( l / a j c ^  and Na = ± e, where (a j .O^) = ( a , r  +w)T.
I f  ip is p r im i t i v e ,  those T 's  such that T: olW\-*71{ form a r ing R,
isomorphic with  R^. Conversely,  i f  a  W\ or a  c  TR, CL € Fj  , there
is an in te g ra l  2 x 2  matr ix  T s a t is fy in g  T 'AT = (Na)A.3 OL CL OL
C le ar ly  a  $%<=>%  imply {cl + /3) 7R C %, a / 3
and we e a s i l y  v e r i f y  tha t  Ja  + p = Ja  + 1 f  \  p  = Ta  = T0Ta  = 
Also, R1 = [a € Fj : a  W\ c  7R] Rj ,  s u re ly .  And i f  ip is p r im i t iv e ,
Rd is the largest order w i th in  which % is  an ideal  (c f  [ 2 ] ) .
Thus R' -  Rd .
2 . 2 .  The Four- Dimensional Case
Let A = ( a . j )  be a p r im i t iv e  4 x 4  sem i- in tegra l  matrix  in the 
ra t io n a l  class o f  the matr ix  B o f  a Brandt norm-form G(whence 
det A 4 0 ) ,  and l e t  Cl = Q|^l,.i^» i^> 3̂  ̂ be the quaternion algebra  
over Q associated with  G. Let 1, j  i » j 2 * j 3  t îe ^-basis  fo r  the 
i n t e g r a l  order R obtained from G, so that N(xq + x ^  + *2^2  + X3^3^
GCx^ x ^ x ^ . x ^) . Let U be a r a t io n a l  matrix  such th a t  U'BU = A,
and k a non-zero in teger  such that  kll is i n t e g r a l .  Then i f  V = kU, 
V'BV = k2A. Hence i f  ( a ^ ,0C2 , 0^»% )  = ( ! » j  j »j 2 »J 3) v » tlien fo r  
x'  = ( x 1, x 2 , x 3 ,x if) , x 'Ax = ( 1 / k ) 2 (N( E x . a . ) ) .
Therefore Cl contains a four dimensional Z-module
% = [a^O^.a^.a:^ ]  with norm form N( £  x ia j )  = m F (x j  x ^ x ^ . x ^ )  and
having A as the matr ix  o f  i t s  p r im i t iv e  norm F.
Suppose tha t  ff, p f  <7 s a t is f y  p 7R a  C 7R. Then we can f ind
integers t . . ,  1 £ i , j  £ 4,  such tha t  p a .  a  = S t . . a .
3 i j  J ^  1 j  i j  J •
Let T = ( t . j ) .  Now (1 /2 )  (a . ,a . )  = m a . . ,  so tha t  (p CF, p o t j  a)
(Np) (Na) ( a . , 0£j) = 2m (Np)(Na) a. j  . But also,  ( p a .  a , p a . a) =
(S t  , a  , S t  Oj )  -  E  t  (a , a  ) t  -  2m S  t  a t
r s J J r , s  J r , s  J
which is 2m times the ( i , j )  e n t ry  in T'AT. Hence T'AT = (Np)(Na)A.  
V i r t u a l l y  id e n t i c a l  reasoning y ie lds  th is  same re s u l t  i f  we assume 
instead that  p 771 O C 7ft.
The fo l lowing useful  lemma was e s s e n t i a l l y  proved above:
( 2 . 2 . 1 )  Lemma: Let 71\, A be as above, and suppose that  S is a 
non-singular k  x k  m a t r ix .  Let , 1 ^ j  £ k ,  be given by
(0J,  /32 , 0 3> 0^) = ( a r  a 2 , a 3> a ^ s .  Then S'AS = ( l /2m) ( ( 0 . , 0 j ) )  .
( 2 . 2 . 2 )  Lemma: (Estes) :  Let l . p ^ p ^ p ^  be l i n e a r l y  independent  
elements of  d  such that  ( p . , 1 )  = 0, i = 1 ,2 , 3 .  Let
A = ? ( ( P j > P j ) )  = Then det A is the square o f  a ra t io n a l
number d, and, fo r  a c y c l ic  permutation ( i , j , k) o f  ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ,  
p .p .  = - A . . + S  an(< pn, where ( a . . )  = (adj A ) /d .
i J J n J
proof: Let P jP j=  r 0 + r 2^2 + 1 ^ since
( p . p j , l )  = “ ( p j . P j )  = -2 A j .  = 2 rQ, we have that  r Q = - A . .  ̂ Now
( p . p j . p . )  = ( p . p j , p j ) =  0, hence ( 0 , 0 (p .p j  ,p k) ) = 2 ( r  1, r 2 , r^ )  A, k 1 i 
Since l , p j , p 2 >p 3 are l i n e a r l y  independent, det A 4 0, and 
( r l , r 2 » r 3) = (1 /2  det A ) ( 0 , 0 , ( p . p . . p ^ ) )  adj A. Expanding the
three terms N(p .p j  + A . . ) ,  (p jp jp j  »Pk) » and ( p j P j P j . P k ) .
obtain the three equations
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akk " p̂ i pj  ,pk  ̂ ak k ^  det A ’
2a .k  = (PjPj  ’ P|^ a i j d e t  A ;
2aj k = (PjPj  ’ P|<) aj k ^  de*” A *
2
Since one of  a ^ ,  a .^ ,  a ^  is not zero,  (p i pj . pk) = *+ det A.
Choose d = ±  / d e t  A so tha t  (p jp 2 »p^) = 2d* Then P^P2 =
“A12 + a l3 p i+ a23 p2 + a33 p3* since (PiP2*P3^ = ^ P i ^  = 
(p2p 3 ,p i ) ,  the lemma fo l low s.  q .e .d .
Now suppose tha t  T is a k  x 4 non-singular matr ix  such that
T'AT = eA (whence e 4 0), and l e t  (/Sj./Sjj.jS^.jS^) = (Q'1,o'2 ,Q'3 ,Q!if) T .
Assume fu r t h e r  tha t  a-^ is o f  non-zero norm. Then from ( 2 . 2 . 1 )
we conclude tha t  (/3. , /3 j ) = e (a .  ,G!j) ,  1 ^ i ,  j  £ Thus
NjSj ? 0 .  Also,  ( 1 , 0 ^ ) =  e (1 ,oijOij ) ,  so tha t  (NjSjHl . /Sj  ) =
( l . ^ j jS j )  = e (1 ) = . ( e N a j K l . a j  ^ j ) .  Therefore,
( l . j S j - 1 ^ . )  = (1 ,o:1-  1Q£j ) ,  1 ^ j  &
Thus we may apply a transformation
1 u, u„ u.1 2 ;
0 1 0  0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
so that i f  ( l , y 1>y 2 , y 3) = ( i ^ i  1a 2 ,0,!l and
( 1,6 j , 6 2 , 6 3) = ( l ^ 1" 1^2 >/31" 1j33 , ^ 1" 1^ ) U ,  then each y . ,  6j  is 
pure.  Therefore
U =
U'AU = (Naj /am)
( ( y j . y j ) )
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But a lso,  el)'AU = U'T'ATU, and ( l . S j . f i ^ )  = U =
/3j 1 ( a 1»a2 . a 2»a^)TU. Hence
1 0 1 0
ell 'AU = (Nj3^/2m) = e (N a j/2 m )
0 ( ( 6  j , 6j ) ) 0 ( ( f i - . f i j ) )
Consequently, ( ( y . , y . ) )  = ( ( 6 . , 6 . ) ) ,  and so by ( 2 . 2 . 2 )  the y . ' s1 j  1 j  x
have the same m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  tab le  as e i t h e r  the 6 . 1s or the
S j ' s .  Hence we can f in d  a quaternion £ and a sign r  = ±1 such
tf- . t  r  6j = CTjC l > 1 21 J ^ 3 ( c f .  [ 9 ] ,  p. 285) .
i f  r  = + 1, then equals both ^  y f i ^ )
and 4(1  , y 1»y2 }y 3) 4 " 1 = i  a z ,CLya.^)£ 1u.  Thus, taking
cr = £ \  we have pa^cr = f i . , 1 s i s i
I f  T = “ 1» we observe th a t  £0^ 1 (o ^ ,a2 , ^ , 0 : ^ ) 4  *U =
( l , 6 r 62 , 6 3) = ( 0 P 02 J 3 Le t t in g  p = jS^ O = t t j " 1 1 ,
i t  fo l lows tha t  j3. = pttjOr, 1 ̂  i £ 4 .
We've proved:
( 2 . 2 . 3 )  Theorem: Let 7ft = [ a j , a 2 , a 3 , a ^ ]  be a four  dimensional
Z-module in a quaternion algebra (2 such tha t  Nô  ^ 0 ,  and l e t  F 
be the p r im i t i v e  norm form of  7ft, A the matr ix  o f  F. Suppose T
is a k  x k  in te g r a l  matr ix  such that T'AT = eA, e 4 0. Then we
can f in d  quaternions p, a  € <2 s a t is fy in g
( i )  (Np) (Ncr) = e
( i i )  p 7ft or c  7ft, p (a 1,o!2 ,a 3 ,a it)ff = (o'1,0'2 ,0'3 >o:2+)T, or
p 7ft v  c  7ft, p ( a ’1, a 2 , a 3 , a Zt)CT =  (o^,o:2 ,oi3 ,0!^)T.
Conversely,  i f  p  7l\ a  or p  7ft o ^ .  7ft, then the matr ix  T determined by
( i i )  s a t i s f i e s  T ‘AT = (Np)(Ncr)A.
Thus ( 2 . 2 . 3 )  establ ishes an e s s e n t ia l l y  unique assoc iat ion  
between pa irs  (p,cr) e d  x d  such that p % a  C 7%, or  p J j f f  C f t  
with (Np) (Nor) ^ 0, and 4 x 4  in te g ra l  matrices 1 p 71\ a -* 7t\, or  
T:p  7H, a  -* frj, such that  T'AT “ eA, e 4 0; " e s s e n t ia l l y  unique"
fo r  any non-zero r a t io n a l  number q. Those matrices 1 \p  7f[ O % 
form a (non-commutative) m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  semigroup, and those 
associated with pa irs  ( p , 1) form a r ing R1, as is e a s i l y  v e r i f i e d ;  
fo r  i f  T :p  % - * # ! ,  then we may i d e n t i f y  T and p .  A necessary 
and s u f f i c i e n t  condi t ion that  R'be isomorphic with  
R = [  1, j  j »j 2 »J3] * s e v id e n t ly  tfhat be an ideal  in R and not in  
any la rger  r in g .  C le a r ly  the same remarks apply for those T 's  
associated with  pa irs  ( l ,<y) .
We are thus led to the fo l lowing questions: Which matrices T
s a t is fy in g  T'AT = eA may be w r i t te n  T = T jT 2<J, where Tj  :p Tt\ -* 71\, |u|=±l, 
T2 CT -* W  And, when such a f a c t o r i z a t io n  is possible,  what 
about uniqueness? We observe the fo l lowing with these questions  
in mind:
Let k be a p o s i t iv e  in teger ,  = as above. With
any 4 x k r a t io n a l  matr ix  V = ( v^j )  we maY associate a k - tu p le  o f  
quaternions (j8 j , . . . , £ k ) = (q' j .o^.G^jO^)' / .  Hence we may w r i te
o f  we maY associate with any k vectors  j3k
in the sense that  (p,cr) and (qp,q *cr) gives r ise  to the same T
I f  Tj  :p f t - m ,  T2 :^  a  -> %  then T ^  = T g T ^ p  % a  -  %  
s in ce  ( a p « 2 > > 0 2 ^ ) T ^ 2  ( (X ^ j^ »0!^»0!j^)T2 T^ p(ox^,Of2 >ox^,ox^)o>.j >«2
Conversely,  for  any p a r t i c u la r  Z-basis
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a 4 x k matrix V = [ /3 j , . .  since may serve as a
basis fo r  Q  over Q. I f  ( a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ )  = (1,  j j . j ^ j ^ ,  w r i t e  
V = [ j3, f ] ,  and c a l l  0 the " s - th  column quaternion of  V"
1 K S
S im i la r ly  we may discuss "row quaternions" o f  any k x 4 m a t r ix .
(2 . 2 . 4 )  Lemma: [a  p  o: £ a  p a  a ]  = [a  a j j cd2 Q ^ lQ i C P cr],
[|U a  I  a  p a  a a ]  = [a  j  2a  j  2a  j  3a ] [ j i  £ P c r ].
The proof is easy.  Also,  a matr ix  [a  a j j  a j 2 t t j^ l  maY be
termed a " r i g h t  quaternion m a t r i x , "  [a  j j  ^a  j ^ a ]  a " l e f t  
quaternion m atr ix" .  The fo l low ing  has a lready been observed:
( 2 .2 .5 )  Corol lary :  [a  a j j a j 2 a j j l t jB  j  j/3 j 2j3 j j / 3 ]  = 
C/3 j  j/8 j 2/3 j  30 ] [a  a j j  a j 2 a j 3] .
These are matrices a  R -* R, R f l -* R.
Thus our question about f a c t o r i z a t io n  of  matrices seems to 
be one about f a c t o r i z a t io n  o f  quaternions; and hence the question  
of uniqueness may be s e t t l e d  in  par t  by ( 3 - 3 ) .  We answer these 
questions in the instance tha t  7!\ = [ 1, i j ,  i 2 » i j ]  > the order of  
Lipsch i tz  quaternions.
2*3 The L ipschi tz  Ring
Let Rq = [ l , i j , i 2 , i 3]  denote the L ip s c h i tz  r ing of  i n t e g r a l
quaternions,  and suppose th a t  m is a p o s i t i v e  in te g e r ,  I the
4 x 4  i d e n t i t y  matr ix ,  and T = ( t „ „ )  a 4 x 4 in te g r a l  matr ix
i j
sa t is fy in g  T 'T  = m l . We assume with no loss of  g e n e r a l i t y  tha t
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T is p r i m i t i v e .  Notice tha t  T 'T  = ml implies tha t  TT' = m l . Let  
a g, /3g denote the sth column quaternion,  row quaternion of T, 
re sp e c t iv e ly .  I t  fol lows from ( 2 . 2 . 1 )  th a t  i ( a . , a j )  = i ( j 8j , j 8j )  = 
m 6 . . ,  where 6 . .  is the Knonecker symbol.i j ’ i j
Since T is  p r im i t i v e ,  i f  p is an odd prime d iv id ing  m, then 
at least  two of. a p O ^ .G ^ C ^  are p r im i t i v e  (mod p ) ; fo r  i f  three  
are im pr imi t ive  (mod p ) , so must be the fo u r th .  We may assume 
0!j,G!2 are p r im i t i v e  (mod p) . Because Na. = m, 1 £ i £ 4 ,  
have e i t h e r  the same r ig h t  d iv is o rs ,  or the same l e f t  d iv isors  
(or both) o f  norm p, and such d iv isors  c e r t a i n l y  e x i s t  ( c f .  [ 8 ] ) .  
Thus a^ and 02 have a common r ig h t  (say) d iv is o r  y  or norm p.
I f  = 3 or  4,  is also p r im i t i v e ,  then a^ and a^ have y  as a
common l e f t  or r ig h t  d iv is o r .  I f  y  is  a r ig h t  d iv isor  o f  a^ 
and a^,  then a l l  three of  a^jO^c^, have y  as a r ig h t  d iv is o r .
I f  a^ and a k have y  as a l e f t  d iv is o r ,  we consider y  as a fa c to r  
of a 2 an£l then y  is a r i g h t  [ l e f t ]  d iv iso r  of  a l l  three of  
a l»a 2 , a k* t *ie ^o u r t '1 a i * s a l so p r im i t i v e  (mod p ) , the above 
argument may be reappl ied to y ie ld  the r e s u l t  tha t  y  is a common 
l e f t  d iv is o r  or a common r ig h t  d iv is o r  o f  each of  a p a 2 >0'^,ai f . 
Further ,  i f  a quaternion fj, s a t i s f i e s  fj, = 0 (mod p ) , then any 
quaternion of  norm p is both a l e f t  and a r ig h t  d iv is or  o f  jli.
Also,  the above reasoning applies i f  the words " r ig h t "  and " l e f t "  
are interchanged. Hence:
(2 . 3 . 1 )  Lemma: Suppose T is  a p r im i t i v e  k  x k  non-singular in te g ra l
matr ix  such that  T 'T  = ml, and th a t  p is an odd prime d iv id ing  m.
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Let be t 'ie c° l umn quaternions of  T .  Then there e x is ts
a quaternion y  € R  ̂ o f  norm p such th a t  y  is a common l e f t  or 
r i g h t  d iv is o r  o f  .
Suppose a -  = a-  'y ,  1 ^ i ^ Then from ( 2 . 2 . 3 )  we conclude 
tha t  T = US -  [ y  i j y  i 2y  i ^ y H o i j 1 0:2 ' G^1 Now U'U = ( N y ) I ,
so that  T 'T  = ml implies S'S = (m /N y ) I . A s im i la r  re su l t  holds 
i f  y  is  a common l e f t  d iv is o r  o f  a . ,  1 ^ i ^ U, only then 
T = VS = [y  y i j  y i 2 y i^ lC c ^ '  a 2 ' a ^ 1 a ^ 1] .  Also,  UV = VU.
Hence, in view of ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) ,  we may take Ny = p fo r  any odd 
prime fa c to r  p o f  m, repeat the process with S, and so on u n t i l  
the supply o f  such fac tors  is  exhausted.  We thus obta in  a 
f a c t o r i z a t io n  T = LRE = RLE, where
( 2 . 3 . 2 )  R = [/Li /J,i j f i i 2 |Lti 31 , L = [£ i ^  i ^  i ^ ] ,
2 2 Xdet L = nrij , det R = m2 , where (2,'mjm2) = 1 and 2 •■= m/m^m2 is
such that  E1E = 2^1.  Further ,  X = 0 ,1 ,  or 2, since T is p r im i t i v e ,
and i f  8 div ides a sum of  four squares, each term must be even.
Suppose 6 .  is  the i - t h  column quaternion of E, 1 <: i <■ k .
Assume X = 2.  Then N6. = ^ implies 6 . ( 1  " i, ) = (1 “ O & .  = 0
1 I K  K 1
(mod 2 ) ,  1 £ k <. 3, since N ( 6 . ( l  “ 1^)) = 8.  Hence 1 + i^  is
both a l e f t  and r ig h t  d iv is o r  o f  each 6 . ,  and so we may w r i te
E = REj = LE2 , R, L as in ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) ,  each o f  determinant k , and 
E j ' E j  = ^2*^2 = Thus the case X = 2 may be reduced to the
case X = 1.
I f  X = 1, then we see that  6 j , 6 2 , 6 j , 6^ must in some order be
given by ± l ± i .  , ± lT i .  , ± i . ± i  , ±i.=Fi , wi th j  , k, n d i s t i n c t .  Now a / k j  n j  n
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1 + i k and 1 -  are d iv is ors  ( l e f t  and r ig h t )  o f  1 ±  i k , and, i f  
j , n  ^ k, i j  ±  i n is equal  to i j (1 + i^ )  = (1 -  i i j , or to
i j ( l  -  i^ )  = (1 + Hence we may w r i te  E = RWj = LV^, where
R, L are given by ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) ,  and each is o f  determinant k .  Wj, 
have determinants ±1 .
( 2 . 3 . 3 )  Theorem: Suppose T 'T  = m l , T p r i m i t i v e .  Then there
e x is ts  a f a c t o r i z a t io n  T = RLW = LRW, W unit-modular ( i . e . ,  det W =
2 2
± 1 ) ,  det R = mj , det  L -  m2 , m = m^m ,̂ with R, L as in ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) .
Further ,  i f  m is odd, the f a c t o r i z a t io n  m = m̂ m̂  is unique.
Everything has been shown but uniqueness. We need several  
lemmas:
( 2 .3 .^ )  Lemma: Suppose p ^ ,p 2>p^ € RQ such that  (pk , 1) = 0, and such
that p j ^ . p ^  have the same m u l t i p l ic a t i o n  as i j . i 2 . i 2 * Then there  
e x is ts  a sign a  = ±1 and a u n i t  £ c RQ such tha t
( 2 .3 .5 )  a  pk = £ i j  , k = 1 ,2 ,3
This fol lows from the proof o f  Lemma 1 in [ 9 ] ,  P- 285 .
(2 . '3 .6 )  Lemma: Suppose R, L are r ig h t ,  l e f t  quaternion matrices
respect ive ly ,  arid det U = ± 1 .  Then i f  RL = qll, q r a t io n a l  and 
not zero,  then R and L are w i th in  unimodular factors  o f  a diagonal  
m atr ix .
proof: Let U = [ 0 O 0 j  02 G j ] .  N0k = 1, 0 £ k <: 3.  Let pk = 0Q0k > 
k = 1 ,2 , 3 .  Since U'U = I ,  i t  fol lows that  p ^ ,p 2>p^ s a t i s f y  the
hypothesis o f  ( 2 . 3 . * 0 .  Choose a  = ±1 and £ c RQ as in ( 2 . 3 . 5 ) .
Then U = RjLjJ , where Rj = [6QC j 0o ^ 3 ] ’
L 1 = ^  *1^ i 2^  * 3 ^ ’ J = ^  CTil CTi2 a i 3-'* F u r th e r ’ CT = l>
since or^ = det J = det U = (1 /q * )  (d iet R) (de t  L) >  0 .  Hence J = I ,
and R j 'R  = L^L' is  thus both a l e f t  and r i g h t  quaternion m atr ix .
Consequently, R^'R is  a scalar  m u l t ip le  o f  I .  q .e .d .
proof o f  ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) :  Suppose T = RjL jWj = R2L2W2 , Rj ,R2 r ig h t
quaternion matr ices,  L^,L2 l e f t  quaternion matr ices,  and Wj,W2 
unit -modula r .  Since T is p r im i t i v e ,  so are and R^. Let  
U = WjjWj ' .  Then (R2 1R^) (L2 1 L j )  = mU, and hence we can f in d  
i n t e g r a l  unimodular matrices V, W, and integers  q,s such that  
R2 'R1 = qV, L2 ' Lj  = sW. Let Rj 'Rj = r LI , R2 'R2 = r 2 I ,
L i 1Li  = t j l ,  L2 'L2 = t 2 l .  I f  fol lows th a t  q2 = s2 = t ^ ,
and th a t  L  ̂ = ( s / t 2)L 2W, Rj = ( q / r 2)R2V. Since Rj and L^
are p r im i t i v e ,  s.|'t2 and q | r 2 . Hence ( r 2 / q ) r j  = q, ( t 2 / s ) t j  = s,
2 2 2 2 2 
so r j q ,  t j s .  Also,  q s = r i r 2 t i t 2 = m = r l t l = l det I » so
r ^ t j  = qs. Thus r^ = q, t j  = s. S i m i l a r l y ,  r 2 = q, t 2 = s.  
Consequently, the f a c t o r i z a t io n  T = is e s s e n t i a l l y
unique.  q .e .d .
( 2 . 3 . 7 )  Coro l la ry :  Let R and L be as in ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) .  Then RL is
p r im i t i v e  i f  and only  i f  R and L are .
proof: In the proof o f  ( 2 . 3 . 3 )  j u s t  above, we obtained e ss e n t ia l
uniqueness using only  the fa c t  tha t  R̂  and Lj were p r i m i t i v e .  Clear ly  
e s s e n t ia l  uniqueness does not fo l lo w  i f  T is im p r im i t iv e .  q .e .d .
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We remark in passing t h a t ,  i f  m is even, the f a c t o r i z a t io n  
T = RLU, |de t  T| = (det R ) (d e t  L) is not unique, even i f  T is  
p r im i t iv e ;  fo r  the quaternion matrices of  determinant k  may be 
taken as l e f t  or r i g h t ,  as has been shown.
( 2 A )  Remarks on Rings of  Transformations -  The n-Dimensional  Case
Let A be an n x n p o s i t i v e - d e f i n i t e  symmetric matr ix  over the 
reals  /?, and l e t  J  be a set  o f  matrices over % such that:
(a) J  is  an A?-module and a r ing containing the i d e n t i t y  
matr ix;
(b) I f  S ( o f ,  then there is an r e R such that  S'AS = rA; and
(c) I f  S € J  s a t i s f i e s  = 0, then S = 0.
For S € o f, define the norm of S by NS = r ,  where S'AS = rA.
I t  fol lows that  i f  S,S^ € o f,  X e R, then N(SS^) = (NS)(NSj) ,  and
N(XS) =* X^(NS).  Define the inner product (S,T)  by
(S,T)  -  N(S + T) -  NS -  NT. Then (S,T)  = (T ,S ) ,  and N(S + T)A =
(S' + T 1) A(S + T) = (NS)A + (NT)A + S'AT + T'AS. Therefore
S 'AT + T'AS = (S ,T )A .  From th is  fol lows (XjSj + X ^ . S )  =
\ j ( S j , S )  + ' so t *ie i nner product is b i l i n e a r .
Suppose that  SQ € of such th a t  ( SQ, S) = 0 for  each S (  J .  Then,
in p a r t i c u l a r ,  ( SQ, i ) = 0, so SQ'A = “ASQ, whence -A *S0 'A = SQ.
Thus S 2 = 0, so S = 0 .  o o
Therefore ^  is a non-degenerate,  assoc ia t ive  composition 
algebra over /?. Hence dim = 1 ,2 ,  or k  ( c f .  [ 4 ] )  .
Suppose th a t  dim = k .  Then of has a basis I ,  E j ,  E2 » E^
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over R with norm form x + y + z + w' or x + y -  z -  w
(the determinant o f  the norm form must be a square, thus precluding
index 1 or 3 ) •  Since A is p o s i t iv e  d e f i n i t e ,  the former must be
the case, since fo r  S e J  , NS is represented by the n-ary
quadrat ic form with  matr ix  A. Also,  i t  fol lows e a s i l y  tha t
( E . , I )  = (E . ,E,  ) = 0 i f  1 £ j , k £ 3, j  ^ k, and hence that  
J J K
E . 'A  = - A E . . Thus A -  E. 'AE. = -AE.2 , E . 2 = - I  . Further ,  i f  
J J J J J J
i ^ j ,  0 = ( E : ,E . ) A  = E. 'AE. + E. 'AE.  = -A(E.E.  + E .E . )  .
J v i  J i j  J i  i j  J i
Therefore,  s a t ^s^y
( 2 . 4 . 1 )  E . 2 = - I ,  E.E. + E.E. = 0 ,  i 4 j .
V j  i  J J i
Accordingly,  we r e c a l l  two theorems of M.H.A. Newman in [ 6 ] :
( 2 . 4 . 2 )  Theorem: I f  n = 2'^p where p is qdd, and ( E j . E g - • • .E^}
is  a set  o f  n x n matrices s a t is fy in g  ( 2 . 4 . 1 ) ,  then M 2q + 1 ; 
and th is  maximum is a t ta in e d .
A set s a t is fy in g  ( 2 . 4 . 1 )  Newman c a l l s  an " E -s e t " .  A 
"maximal" E-set has the obvious meaning. I t  is  e a s i l y  shown 
tha t  a maximal E -set  contains an odd number o f  elements.
( 2 . 4 . 3 )  Theorem: I f  a l l  members of  a maximal E-set  are rea l  or  
pure imaginary,  say R re a l  and I imaginary,  then R -  I = -1 or 7.
Therefore we may condlude tha t  ( E j . E 2 .E2 } is not a maximal 
E -se t ,  and that  i f  n = 2°*p, p odd, then 2q + 1 2 5, q 2 2 .  Hence 
n = 0 (mod 4) .
Now suppose that  dim J :R  = 2 . .  Then J  has a basis 1, E over R
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2 2with  norm form x + y . From ( 2 . 4 . 2 )  and ( 2 . 4 . 3 )  we conclude 
2q + 1 2  3 i n even.
Thus i f  n is odd, dim = 1 .  We remark in passing tha t ,  
i f  we remove the r e s t r i c t i o n  that  A be d e f i n i t e ,  we can s t i l l  
conclude that  n is even when dim J :R  = 4 .
CHAPTER I I I 
RINGS OF INTEGRAL QUATERNIONS
Let f  be an in te g r a l  ternary  quadrat ic form with matrix
( a . j ) ,  and l e t  <3 = Q [ l , i  j , i 2> i ^ l  and R = Z [ l , j 1, j 2 , j ^ ]  be
respect ive ly  the quaternion algebra and the in te g ra l  order
1 2obtained from f .  Let F = (x + j E x ,  e. ) + adj f  be the
O K K
associated Brandt norm-form, and suppose d = 4 det ( a . j )  4 0 .
Let c = c ( f )  denote the Hasse symbol. An ideal  A ( l e f t  or 
P P
r ig h t )  of R w i l l  be c a l led  p r im i t i v e  i f  A C  aR fo r  some a € Z
implies a = ±1 .  I f  S is a set  such that  S C R ,  (S] w i l l  denote
the l e f t  ideal  generated by S, and [S) the r ig h t  idea l  generated
by S. Also, we w i l l  sometimes w r i t e  xQ + £  x^ = xQ' + £  xk * k ’
k k
where x ' = x^ + ( 1/ 2 ) £  e, x. . jo o ' k
We in s e r t  here a needed theorem on form residues ( c f .  [ 9 ] ) .
( 3 .1 )  Theorem: I f  p is an odd prime not d iv id in g  d or d iv id ing
d at  most once, we can assume
2 . _ 2 . a  2£ -  2 . 2 2 i a r \
= a l Xl 2X2 P a3X3 '  P '  ’
r a r b i t r a r y ,  where ( a ja 2 a^,p) = 1, and a  is 0 or 1; i f  &  = 1>
"'a1^2 r0  ̂ = ( —- — ) .  I f  d is odd, f  is equiva lent  (mod 2 ) to the form
r  _  2
= X1X2 + a3X3 ’ 
a^ odd; and i f  d = 2(mod k) and = “ 1, then f  is equiva lent
(mod 2r ) to the form
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a odd. Form residues fo r  coprime moduli may be achieved
simultaneously.
(3 .2 )  C o ro l la ry :  I f  a  is  p r im i t i v e  and m|Na, then i f  p is a
P a l l  in [ 9 ]  applied (3 .1 )  to prove the fo l low ing  useful  
theorems:
(3 .3 )  Theorem: Let a  € R be p r i m i t i v e .  I f  N/3 = m, and 0  is  a
r ig h t  d iv is o r  o f  a ,  then the only r ig h t  d iv isors  o f  a  with norm 
m are the l e f t  associates 0j8, N0 = 1, provided
(3 .5 )  Theorem: Let m be a non-zero in teger  represented by some 
form in the genus o f  F such tha t  m s a t i s f i e s  ( 3 . ^ ) .  Suppose a  € R 
is  p r im i t i v e ,  m |Na.  Then every f a c t o r i z a t io n  a  = y  j3 in which 
Nj9 = m may be associated with  a representa t ion  o f  the number 1 
by a c e r t a in  quaternary quadrat ic  form in the genus o f  F. Hence, 
unless the genus o f  F contains a class of  forms which do not 
represent 1, there  e x is ts  a r ig h t  d iv is o r  /3 o f  norm m of  a ,  
and necessar i ly  (by ( 3 . 3) )  unique up to a l e f t  u n i t  f a c t o r .
The fo l low ing  theorem is another useful  ap p l ic a t io n  o f  ( 3 . 1 ) ,  
embodying fa c ts  needed l a t e r .
prime d iv id in g  d p re c is e ly  once and s a t is f y in g  Cp = - 1 , m cannot 
2
be d i v i s i b l e  by p .
m is not d i v i s i b l e  by any prime p such that
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( 3 .6 )  Theorem: Suppose th a t  (m,d) = 1 and that 0  is p r im i t iv e
(mod m), m|Nj3. Then i f  y  is both a l e f t  and r ig h t  d iv is o r  o f  j3 
o f  norm m, y  is a l e f t  and r ig h t  d iv is o r  o f  a  i f  and only i f  a  = s|3 
(mod m) fo r  some integer  s.
proof:  The s u f f ic ie n c y  is  c l e a r .  Suppose that  y  = t  + S  t . j ,
O i K Kk
is a r ig h t  and l e f t  d iv is o r  o f  both /3 and a  = xq + £  X|<J|<> anc'
k
th a t  Ny = m. Since 0 is  p r i m i t i v e ,  so is y .
Let p >  2 be a prime such th a t  pr |m. Using form residues
( 3 . 1) ,  the congruences a y  == ya  = 0 (mod p1") imply the existence of  
integers  a }>a2>a3 s a t is fy in g  ( a ^ a ^ . p )  ■ 1 and
xo ' t o ' + a2a3Xl t l  + a3a l X2t 2 + a l a2X3t 3 °
(3 .7 )
x ,  t  1 o
V o
x , t  3 o
x,  t  1 o
V o
V o
V tl + alV2
o "1
2 3 1
1 3  2
a „ x „ t ,  -  x 11o 2
a3x2 t l + a3x l t 2 "
a l x2t 3 = °
a2x3t l " xo'  *2 + ^ l 1̂  “  °
* 0 * 3  3  03 2 1 3^1 2
x „ ' t ,  -  a , x _ t 0 + a^x^t-  = 01a2 l 3
*2 *1*3  H °
xo ' c3 “  0 (mod pr ) .
The congruences (3 .7 )  imply th a t ,  (mod pr ) , X j t Q' H x 0 ' t i» 
x 3t 2 = x2 t 3 , x2 t o * = xo ' t 2 , x3 t o ' = xo ' t 3 , X j t 3 = x3t r  
Xj , t j  = x j t 2 » Since y  is  p r im i t i v e  (mod m), t Q‘ ?■ 0 (mod p ) , 
or ( t ^ ,p )  = 1 fo r  some k = 1 , 2 , 3 .  Let  u be the unique residue  
(mod pr ) such tha t  ut. = 1 (mod p1" ) , or ut  1 = 1 (mod pr ) ,  and
K O
l e t  s = ux, , or s = ux 1. Then a  s sy (mod p ) .
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2
I f  d is odd, we can use the residue f  = x^ x2 + x^
(mod 2 ) ,  a^ odd, whence a  y  s y  a  = 0 (mod m) implies
V o  •  V z 1] -  xo l 3 *  0
V o  ’ (xo + * J C1 * V 3 5 °
x2 t o '  Xt>t 2  8 0
( 3 .8 )  x 3t 0 + a j X j t j  -  a j X i t 2 -  x0 t 3 » 0
V o  ' a3xlt2 + V 3 " °
V o  - V l  E 0
x ^ tQ -  a^Xgtj + a ^ X j t2 “ xQt j  = 0 (mod 21”1) .
From (3 .8 )  we obta in  x^t^ = x ,̂t |< (moc* ~ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 .  Hence
j-
Oi is  p ropor t iona l  to y  (mod 2 ) .  Using the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem, a  is proport iona l  to y  (mod m). q .e .d .
(3 -9 )  C oro l la ry :  I f  ct,ft are purely i n t e g r a l ,  y  p r im i t i v e  such
tha t  Ny = m,(m,d) = 1, and i f  m is odd, or i f  R is a maximal order,  
then the equation y  a  y  = mj3 implies the ex is tence of  an integer
x q  such tha t  x q / 2  + a  = 6y  (whence /S = y6 “ x q / 2 )  .
proof:  There is  a unique in teger  residue u(mod 2) such that
u/2 + a  is i n t e g r a l ,  y  oi y  = m|3 and Ny = m imply
y ( u / 2  + a ) y  = m(u/2 + 0 ) .  Thus N(U/2 + a )  = N(u/2 + j3) € Z, and
(u /2  + a ,  1) = (u /2  + 0, 1) = u e Z.  Hence u /2 + a ,  u /2 + /3  are integral,
and thus,  i f  R is maximal, u/2 + a ,  u/2 + j8 e R. Fur the r ,
y ( u / 2  + a )  = (u /2  + 0 ) y  e R have y ( p r i m i t i v e )  as a l e f t  and r ig h t
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d iv iso r  o f  norm m. Hence we may s e le c t  an integer  s such that  
y ( u / 2  + a )  = sy(mod m ) . Let xq = 2s -  u. Then (xq/2  + a ) y  = 
sy -  (u /2  + ot)y  = sy -  sy = 0 (mod m) . Therefore
( x q / 2  + a ) y  = m6 , x q / 2  +  a  = 6y .
I f  m is  odd, then we see e a s i l y  tha t  u/2 + a  € R i f  and
Only i f  u/2 + /3 € R, so the r e s t r i c t i o n  that  R be maximal is ,
in th is  case, unnecessary. q .e .d .
We w i l l  c a l l  R "m-maximal" i f ,  fo r  a  e R, the conditions
2
( i )  Na = 0 (mod m ) ,  and
( 3 . 10)
( i i )  (a,R) = 0  (mod m)
imply a  =  0 (mod m), where (a ,R) = {(0i,f3):/3  € R} • Notice that  
i f  n|m and R is m-maximal, then R is n-maximal. A c harac te r iza t ion  
of  m-maximal orders w i l l  be given l a t e r  (see ( 3 .1 3 ) ,  p. 28 ), v/e 
f i r s t  der ive some propert ies  o f  these r ings.
(3 .11 )  Theorem: Suppose that  R is m-maximal, a  a p r im i t ive  element
of  R such tha t  m|No:. Then we can f ind  an element y  c R such that  
(m, N(a + my)/m) -  1.
proof: (Estes) Let Na = mq, n = n£p: p is prime, p|m,(p ,q)  = l } ,
2and suppose p is  a prime such tha t  p | (m ,q ) .  Now Na = 0(mod p )
and a  ¥ 0(mod p ) , so there is  an element 6 € R such that
2
( a ,6 ) £ 0 (mod p ) . Now N(a + nmfi) = m (q + n mN6 + n ( a ,6 ) ) ,
2
and q + n mN6 + n ( a , 6 ) ^ 0 (mod p ) , nor is i t  d i v is i b l e  by any 
prime which divides m but does not d iv ide  q. I f  th is  process
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is  continued, we obtain the required y .  q .e .d .
(3 .12 )  C oro l la ry :  Let R be m-maximal, B a p r im i t i v e  l e f t  ideal
o f  R o f  normiii.  Then we can f in d  0 € B such that  B = (m ,0 ] .
proof:  (Estes) By ( 3 .1 1 ) ,  there ex is ts  0  e B such that
(m, N0/m) = 1. Let N0 = qm. Since (q,m) = 1, B = (m,qB].
— 2
Suppose y  € S. Then Ny0 = 0 (mod m ) ,  and, fo r  6 € R,
(})8 , 6 ) = (y ,  60) = N(y + 60)  -  Ny -  N(60) = 0 (mod m), since
y  + 6 0 ,  y ,  and 60 e B. Thus y0  = 0 (mod m), y0  = m£,
qy = £0.  Therefore  B =■ (m,qB] C  (m,0] C  B, B = (m ,0 j .  q .e .d .
(3 -13 )  Theorem: Let Z = ( r / s : r , s  e Z, (p ,s )  = 13 ,R = Z R.
r r r
The fo l lo w in g  are equiva lent :
( i )  R is m-maximal ;
( i i )  m s a t i s f i e s  ( 3 .^) ;
( i i i )  R is a maximal Z -order  fo r  each prime p in m.' ' D p r r
proof:  ( i )  =» ( i i ) .  Suppose p | (m ,d ) ,  or p||d and c^ = +1 .  Then
adj f  is  not fundamental, so there e x is ts  a ternary  form g and an
i n t e g r a l  m atr ix  T o f  determinant e > 1 such tha t  (adj g)^ = adj f .
Fur ther ,  adj g may be assumed to be fundamental, so tha t  p|e (cp is
in v a r ia n t  under r a t io n a l  trans form at ions) .  Let ( B . j ) be the matrix
o f  adj f ,  k j ,  k2 » k^ the basal elements of  C?(f), and t *ie
basal  elements o f  C7(g) . Then ( k ^ k ^ k ^ )  = ( i  i 2 » i^ )T ,  and the
1 2t ransformat ion replacing the norm form G = (xq + — E  S^x^) + adj g
1 * 2  °  k
by the norm form F = (y + -s-E e, 'y, ) + E  B . . y . y .  is the in te g r a l' w o 2 , k k . . i j  i j
K l  , J
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transformat ion X = TY, xq = yQ + ^ ( c * 1 ”  e 'T)Y, where 
x' = ( x 1#x2,x 3) ,  Y' = ( y ^ Y g . Y j ) ,  c '  = (€1>e2,e3) ,  € * '  =
Now we may replace f , g  by equivalent forms V ' fV ,  U'gU, 
det U = det V = 1, whence T is replaced by U'T adj V ' .  Thus with  
U and V a t  our d isposal ,  we may assume th a t  T is diagonal,  say
T =
t j  0 0
0 t 2 °
0 0 t -
Thus, P11 j t 213 , p j t ^  fo r  some k = 1 ,2 , 3 .  I f .  say, p ( t 2 , then
2
k & 2 2  = ^ adj g ( 0 , t 2 >0) s 0 (mod p ) .  Thus integers  
^ o ' ^ l ’ ^2 ’ ^3 n0t zero (m°d P) may be chosen so that  yQ' = 0
(mod p) i f  p is odd, £  €^*y. = 0 (mod p) i f  p = 2 , since
k
M B . , )  = € * € * '  (mod 2) ( c f .  [ 9 ] ) ,  and so tha t  Ny = y ,2 + £ B . . y . y .  =
I J  U  . . i j  J J
20 (mod p ) .  ( S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  y ^ B ^  = 0 (mod p) i f  p is odd, o r ,  i f
p = 2, yk = 0 (mod 2) or B^k s 0 (mod 1 ) ) .  Hence ( y , k . )  =
-2y.  k . 2 = 2 y . B . . = 0  (mod p ) . Therefore ,  i f  6 = w 1 + L w . k .  € R,
1 1  1 1 1  0 . 1 1
(y ,6 )  = (y.wQ')  + ( y . L w . k . )  = wo ' ( y , l )  + E w . ( y , k . )  o (mod p)
i i
Consequently, R is not p-maximal.
( i i )  =» ( i ) .  This im p l ic a t ion  fol lows e a s i l y  from (3 .1 )  and ( 3 . 2 ) .
( i )  =» ( i i i ) .  Suppose D is a Zp-order proper ly  containing Rp.
Then we can f in d  a  e D -  Rp such th a t  Na € Zp and Zp ^  (a.D) 3  
(a ,R ) .  We may w r i te  a  = (a /b )£ ,  where £ is  a p r im i t i v e  elementr
o f  R, a,b c Z, (a ,b )  ■ 1. Now a. i  Rp implies p |b .  Thus 
p2 | a 2N£, N£ = 0 (mod p2) , and, fo r  /3 € R,
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(£,/3) = ( b / a ){ot,p) € ( b / a ) Z p n Z C pZ. Thus (£,R) s 0 (mod p ) ,
2
N£ = 0 (mod p ) ,  and yet £ £ 0 (moci p) . Thus R is not p-maximal.
( i i i )  s* ( i i ) .  Suppose tha t  Rp is  a maximal Zp-o rd e r ,  and that D
is an in te g ra l  order contain ing R. Let g be the ternary form
associated with D, T an in te g r a l  matr ix  such that  T'adj  g T = adj f .
Now D 3  R so D = R . Thus det T is  a u n i t  in Z ; tha t  is ,
P P P P P
(det  T,  p) = 1.
This completes the proof of  ( 3 . 1 3 ) .  q .e .d .
Suppose a  (  R is  p r im i t i v e  (mod m), and tha t  m|Na. We define  
(3 .1*0  Bm(a ) = ty  € R:a y  = 0 (mod m)} .
I t  is  c le a r  th a t  B (c0 is a p r im i t i v e  l e f t  idea l  of  R of  norm m. m
(3 .15 )  Lemma: Suppose tha t  p is a prime and that  R is p-maximal.
Let A and B be p r im i t i v e  l e f t  ideals  o f  R of  norm p. Then e i t h e r
A = B or A D B = ( p ) .
proof: The proof o f  (3.12) shows tha t  i f  A f| B contains an element
£• which is  p r im i t i v e  (mod p ) , then A = B = A f | B  = ( p , £ ] .  I f
not, A (1 B C  (p ) ,  and c l e a r l y  (p) C  A f| B. q .e .d .
We remark in passing that  i f  p||d, cp = -1 ,  then R contains  
e x a c t ly  one p r im i t i v e  l e f t  idea l  A of  norm p, and A is two sided;  
fo r  i f  £ is p r im i t i v e  such that  p|N£, then £i? = t)£ s 0 (mod p) for  
every rj e R such that  p|Nr], a f a c t  e a s i l y  v e r i f i e d  using form 
res idues.  Thus A =  (p ,£ )«  I f ,  however, (p ,d)  = 1, the s i tu a t io n  
is  more in te r e s t in g :
(3 .16 )  Theorem: Suppose tha t  (p ,d)  = 1. Then there are p + 1 
p r im i t i v e  l e f t  ideals  in R of  norm p.
The proof involves some in te re s t in g  lemmas:
(3 .17 )  Lemma: ( P a l l ,  [9]» p.  291) Suppose p is a prime. I f  
p t d and oc is p r im i t i v e ,  we can f in d  an in te g r a l  quaternion  
residue /j, (mod pS) , s given not less than zero,  such tha t
(Nfi,p) = 1 and p  a  is pure (mod p ) .
(3 .18 )  Lemma: I f  a  -  0  (mod m), (N/i,m) = 1, then Bm(a) =
proof: An easy v e r i f i c a t i o n .
Thus, fo r  (m,d) -  1, we may take the ideals  Bm(a) to s a t is f y :  
a  pu re -p r im i t ive  (mod m), (m, Na/m) = 1. For (p ,d)  = 1 we may 
assume
(3 .20 )  Lemma: Suppose that  (p,d)  = 1, and tha t  a  is  p u re -p r im i t iv e
proof: Wri te  a  = £  t k^k (moc* P) * Suppose th a t  p is odd such that
(e + O ^ e , f  £ p -  1 are d i s t i n c t  (mod p ) . For example,
( 3 . 1 9 )
2 2 2 for  p odd, f  = a^x + a^y + a^z (mod p ) , (a^a^a^.p) = 1
for d odd, f  = x2 -  yz (mod 2) .
2
(mod p ) . Then we can f in d  p d i s t i n c t  l e f t  mul t ip les  o f  a  (mod p ) .
2
p t  t^ .  Then we may v e r i f y ,  using ( 3 . 1 9 ) that  the p residues
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(e + f j 2)a = ( e t Q -  f t j )  + + (e + f ) t 2j 2 + et^ (mod 2),
(e + f j  j ) a  = e t Q -  f t 2j j  + e t 2j 2 + ( e t 3 + f t Q) j  3 (mod 2 ) .
Thus i f  2 t  t 2 [2 + t^]  , the four residues (e + C(e + ^ 2 ^ ’
e, f  = 0 or 1, are d i s t i n c t  (mod 2 ) .  Also i f  t^ = t 2 = t^ (mod 2 ) ,
t Q odd, the four residues (e + f j 3)0!, e, f  = 0 or 1, are d i s t i n c t  
(mod 2 ) .  q . e . d .
(3-21)  Lemma: Let Oi be p u re -p r im i t iv e  (mod p) , where p t  d.
2Then /j, a  represents p rec ise ly  p residues (mod p ) , each residue  
2
for  p residues p  (mod p ) .
proof: ( P a l l ,  [ 8 3 , p. 489) Let a denote the number o f  solut ions
o f  /3 a  = 0 (mod p ) , and b the number of  residues p, a  (mod p) ,
The number o f  solut ions /3 o f  /3 Oi = y  Ci, fo r  a given y ,  is the same
as that  o f  (/3 -  y ) a  = 0, hence equals a; tha t  i s ,  every residue
(A a  is  represented for  a residues fj,, whence ab = p , the t o t a l
2
number o f  residues (mod p ) . By ( 3 . 2 0 ) ,  b a p .  Let
fj, = (e + f i ^ ) a  i f  p odd, (e + f j ^ a  i f  P = 2, as in the proof
9
of ( 3 . 2 0 ) .  Then fj a  = 0 (mod p ) , so a s p . Thus
2 .a = b = p . q .e .d .
2
(3 -22 )  Coro l la ry :  In (3 -2 1 ) ,  prec ise ly  p o f  the p l e f t  m ult ip les
o f  a  are pure (mod p ) , and a l l  are proport ional  (mod p ) . 
proof: Since a  is  pure, the pure mult ip les  (mod p) are (e + f i ^ ) 0^
with  f = 0 ,  O ^ e ^ p -  1. q .e .d .
proof o f  ( 3 .1 6 ) :  By (3 -22) there are p pure quaternions (mod p)
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in each o f  the sets Bp( a ) , and, in view o f  (3 -1 5 ) .  only the zero
residue over laps.  Denote by X the number o f  sets Bp (a)
[ a  roams]. Ther. there are X(p -  1) p u re -p r im i t iv e  residues in
3
U Bp(a) . Of course there are p -  1 p u re -p r im i t ive  residues
(mod p ) . We proceed to f in d  X by counting the number cq of
pure quaternion residues /3 i  ^  Bp(a) ,  and then w r i t in g
X(p “ 1) = P3 " I  -  cq .
The quaternions ft € R such th a t  Q {  U B (a )  are prec ise ly  ^ r  a  P
those s a t is fy in g  N/3 $ 0 (mod p) . For i f  j3 e Bp(a) ,  aB = 0
(mod p) implies = 0 (mod p ) , and thus p | N/3, since a  is
p r i m i t i v e .  Conversely,  i f  N/3 — 0 (mod p ) , /3 p r im i t i v e  (mod p ) ,
and (p,  N(/3 + y p ) /p )  = 1, then )3 e B (/3 + py) . Thus we wish to
P
count those pure-primi t i  ve residues j8 o f  norm prime to p.
Assume tha t  p is odd, and (that f  is as in ( 3 . 1 9 ) j -  Let
]3 s + x2*2 + x3*3 ^mOC* ' *̂ie conc*^t;l on PP ^ 0 (mod p) is 
then
2 2 2
( 3 .22 ) a2a3* l  + a3a l x 2 + a l !a2X3 m̂od *
2 9Let <p(x,y) = a3 (a2x + a^y ) . Then cp(x,y) represents every  
residue (mod p ) , and so we wish to count the number o f  t r i p l e s  
(mod p) s a t is fy in g
( 3 . 23 ) - a ^ x - j  ^ ( p ( x 1, x 2 )(mod p ) .
" a l a2Suppose tha t  ( —   ) = 1. Then we may replace (3 .23 )  by
(3 -24 )  x 32 ^<p(x1 , x 2) (mod p) .
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case 1; (pCx^.x^) = 0 (mod p) .
There are p -  1 choices fo r  x^.  F ix  X p  Then <p'.(xj,X2) = 0
2 2(mod p) implies X2 s “ (a2/ a ^ ) x j  (mod p ) . Hence there are two 
possible choices fo r  x ^ ,  unless x^ = 0 (mod p ) , when X2 = 0 is 
the only p o s s i b i l i t y .  Thus there are 2 (p= l )  + 1 = 2p -  1 choices 
fo r  ( x ^ . x - ) ,  and hence ( p - l ) ( 2p - l )  p o s s i b i l i t i e s  fo r  ( x , , x 2 , x , ) .
,<P(X1>X2.
case 2: (-p ) = “ !•  There are p choices for  x^.
<p(x1 ,x 2)
case 3: (-----   ) = 1« There are p -  2 choices for x^, since fo r
f ixed  x^ ,X2 , there are two values,  z and - z ,  such that
2
z = <p(x1, x 2) (mod p) .
I t  is convenient to combine cases 2 and 3: For a = ±  1, the
<p(x j ,x2)
number o f  pairs  ( x j , X 2 ) fo r  which (----- -— — ) = ct may be e a s i l y
shown to be the same as the number of  pa irs  s a t is fy in g
x “2x x a2a2
(— ------- )  (—- )  = a (   ) • F ix  x . ,  1 £ x. £ p -  1. Then there are
P P P 1 1
( p - l ) / 2  choices fo r  x ^ -2x2 , and hence fo r  X2 « Therefore ,  in cases
2
2 and 3, there are ( p - l )  / 2  possible pa irs  (x^ ,X2)(mod p) . Hence in
2
case 2 there are p ( p - l )  / 2  possible t r i p l e s  { x ^ , x ^ , x ^ ) ,  and in case
3 there  are ( p - 2 ) ( p - l ) 2/ 2 .
"a l a2Combining the above fo r  (— - — ) = 1, the t r i p l e s  s a t is fy in g
(3 .24 )  are in number (p“ l ) ( 2p“ l )  + p ( p - l ) 2/2  + (p“2 ) ( p - l ) 2/2  = 
P2 (P“ 1 ) .
" a l a2
Now suppose that (— - — ) = - 1 .  
case 1: (gfx^.x^) = 0 (mod p) .
In chis instance x^ = X2 = 0 (mod p ) . Thus there are p - l
t r i p l e s  ( x j , x 2 ,x^ )  (mod p) s a t i s f y i n g  ( 3 . 23 ) (namely,  ( 0 , 0 , x ^ ) ,
1 £ x_ £ p -  1) .
<p(xj ,x2)
case 2: (--------------- ) = 1. There are p choices fo r  x^ (mod p ) , since
2
-a^a2x^ is not a quadrat ic  residue fo r  (x^,p)  = 1, and c le a r l y
( 3 . 23) is s a t i s f i e d  i f  x ,  = 0 (mod p ) .
<P(xr x2)
case 3 : (--------~------) = “ 1- There are p -  2 p o s s i b i l i t i e s  fo r  x^
(mod p ) .
2
Again we combine cases 2 and 3: There are p - l  pqirs
x2)
( x . , x  ) (mod p) such that (--------2------ ) = ± 1, with  only ( 0 , 0 ) (mod p)
1  ̂ P
2 2excluded. Also,  a2x + a^y represents every residue (mod p ) ,
and thus so does x^ -  dy^, where d = - a ^ a ^  each non-zero residue
represented equa l ly  o f t e n ;  fo r  suppose (u^.Vj), (u2 , v 2) , . . . ,
2 2(Up_j ,Vp_j)  are f ixed  pa irs  s a t is fy in g  u^ -  dv^ = k (mod p ) ,
1 «S k <. p -  1, and l e t  q, r be non-zero residues (mod p) .
2 2Suppose ( x j , x 2 ) is a pa i r  such tha t  x^ -  dx2 = q (mod p ) , and
l e t  k be the unique in teger  (mod p) s a t is fy in g  qk = r (mod p ) .
2 2 2 2 2 Then r = qk = (Xj  -  dx2 ) (uk -  dvk ) ^ ( x ^  -  d x ^ )  -
2
d(xjVk “ X2U|<) > anc* thus with  every p a i r  (x ^ ,x 2)
2 2(mod p) such tha t  Xj -  dx2 = q (mod p ) , we may associate
a unique pa ir  ( y j , y 2) = (x i u|< " dx2vk ’ x l vk “ X2Uk̂  ^mod 
2 2such that  y, -  dy„ = r(mod p ) ; and conversely.
2 <p(x r x2)
Hence, fo r  (p -  l ) / 2  pa irs  ( x ^ . x ^  (mod p ) , ( --------------- ) = 1.
”9 1 a2
Therefore,  for  (— - — ) = - 1 ,  the number o f  t r i p l e s  ( x ^ . x ^ x ^ )
s a t is fy in g  ( 3 . 23) is (again)  p -  1 + p(p^ -  l ) / 2  + (p -  2) (p^ -  l ) / 2
2 2 3p (p -  1 ) .  Consequently c = p (p -  1) ,  X(p -  1) = p -  1 -  cq =
The proof fo r  the case 'd odd, p = 2 1 remains. Let f  be 
as in ( 3 * 19) 2 * 0 ne v e r i f i e s  e a s i l y  th a t  the p u re -p r im i t ive  
quaternions 0 = x^ + + * 2^2 + x 3̂  3 ( moc* ^  such that
0  i  U B9 (a)  are p rec ise ly  those s a t is fy in g  x .  = 0 (mod 2 ) ,
2 «
xQ & X2X3 (mod 2 ) .  By d i r e c t  count there are four o f  these 
(mod 2 ) ,  and hence X =* ( 2  ̂ -  1) - 4 = 3 -
This completes the proof of  ( 3 . 1 6 ) .  q .e .d .
•n [ 5 ] ,  L ipsch i tz  proved the f i r s t  known theorem on fa c t o r i z a t io n  
o f  quaternions:
(3 .25 )  Theorem ( L ip s c h i t z ) :  Let Rq = Z [ l , i , j , k ]  be the r ing
o f  L ipsch i tz  quaternions,  and suppose a  € RQ is such that a  is 
p r im i t i v e  and 1 <  m = Na = 1 (mod 2 ) .  Let m = p ^ . . . p r be a 
f a c t o r i z a t io n  of  m as a product of  primes. Then there e x i s t  
quaternions cq € RQ, 1 S i i  r ,  olf norm Ncq = p . ,  such that  
OL = £K j . . .a  • Further ,  th is  f a c t o r i z a t io n  is  unique apart  from 
in s er t io n  of  u n i t  fa c to r s .
For years mathematicians have sought in vain a s u i tab le  
analogue of (3 .25 )  fo r  a r b i t r a r y  quaternion orders,  and, more 
genera l ly ,  a theory of  d iv isors  encompassing a l l  composition 
algebras.  A p r in c ip a l  d i f f i c u l t y  in the four dimensional case 
is  th a t ,  in a general ized quaternion order R, elements o f  cer ta in  
norms may not e x i s t ,  and some ideals may have p r im i t iv e  norm 
forms in classes d i f f e r e n t  from the Brandt norm-form of R, 
a class not representing 1 ( c f .  [9 ]> Theorems 3 and 12).  Mindful
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o f  these remarks, we study fu r th e r  the ideals B (a)  .m
Henceforth assume that
( a  € R is p r im i t iv e ,  mLNa,
( 3 .26) J
I R is m-maximal 
Let A be an ide a l  o f  R of  norm m. A may be termed an " i d e a l -  
r ig h t  d iv is o r  o f  a  o f  norm m" i f  aA = 0 (mod m) ( i . e . ,  
o£, = 0 (mod m) fo r  each £ e A) . C lear ly  A = Bm(o;)is a l e f t  
idea l  which is  maximal with respect to the property o f  being 
an i d e a l - r i g h t  d iv is o r  o f  a  of  norm m; and, i f  A is any 
p r im i t i v e  l e f t  ideal  which is also an i d e a l - r i g h t  d iv is o r  o f  a  
of  norm m, then A = Bm( a ) . The fo l lowing is e a s i l y  proved.
(3 .27 )  Lemma: a  in (3 .26 )  has a unique p r im i t i v e  i d e a l - r i g h t  
d iv is o r  o f  norm rn, Also,  i f  a  = j3 (mod m) and (Ny,m) = 1, then 
d ,  f i ,  and y  ol have the same i d e a l - r i g h t  d iv is o r  o f  norm m.
Let m = P j . . . p r be a f a c t o r i z a t io n  of  m in to  primes. By
( 3 . 27) we can f in d  unique p r im i t iv e  i d e a l - r i g h t  d iv isors  o f  a  o f
k
respective  norms I I  p fo r  each k, 1 <. k £ r ,  and hence
i = 1
associated wi th  each fa c t o r i z a t io n  ff is a unique set
(3 .28 )  Q = [b ( a ) ,  B ( a ) ,  . . . , B  (a ) }
Hr pr - l  r
o f  i d e a l - r i g h t  d iv isors  of  a  (tt may be viewed as a permutation of  
£ 1 , • • • , r } )  .
We may regard the existence of  the sets as our analogue 
o f  ( 3 . 2 5 ) .  The re la t io n s h ip  w i l l  become c lear  as we gain a 
connection between "d iv isors"  and " id e a l  d iv is o rs " .  The fo l lowing
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lemma is h e lp fu l :
(3 .29 )  Lemma (Estes) :  Assume ( 3 . 2 6 ) .  The fo l lowing are 
equi valent:
( i )  a  has a r ig h t  d iv is o r  o f  norm m;
( i i )  Bm(tt) is p r in c ip a l ;
( i i i )  A norm form of  Bm(a) is equiva lent  to mF. 
proof: ( i )  =* ( i i ) .  Suppose a  = y  /3, N/3 = m. Then, e a s i ly ,
Bm(oO = (/3].
( i i )  =» ( i i i )  . Obvious- ( (/3] = [ 0 , j 20 , j 3/31) .
( i i i ) ^ ( i ) .  I f  a norm-form of (m,a]  is mF, then (m,a] 
contains an element /3 o f  norm m. Then (m,a] = ( |3], 0̂ 3 = my
for  some y  s R, a  = y/3* q .e .d .
(3 .30 )  Coro l la ry :  Assume ( 3 . 2 6 ) .  Suppose that  F resides in a
genus consis t ing o f  a s in g le  c lass,  and that  F represents m. Then
a  has a r ig h t  d iv is or  o f  norm m.
proof: P a l l  in [ 9] showed that  the norm form of Bm(a) is in the
genus of F, i f  the genus represents m. q .e .d .
(3 .31 )  Coro l la ry :  Assume ( 3 . 2 6 ) , and assume fu r th e r  tha t  F is in
a genus of one c lass.  Suppose tha t  Na = m and that  F represents  
each prime fa c to r  o f  m. Let m = p ^ . . . p r be a prime f a c t o r i z a t io n  
o f  m. Then we may fa c to r  a  as a  = uniquely apart  from
u n i t  fa c to rs ,  where a j  € R, Na  ̂ = p . , 1 £ i £ r .
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proof: a  has a r ig h t  d iv is o r  a r of  norm pr ,' by (3*30) . Then
( l / p r )o « r = |3 is p r im i t i v e ,  and so we may repeat the process,  
thereby obta in ing the desired f a c t o r i z a t io n .  q .e .d .
Of course, the L ipsch i tz  Theorem is a special  case o f  (3 .31 )  •
Notice also th a t ,  in  the proof of  ( 3 -3 1 ) ,  (a ]  = B (a ) ,
r "r
{a  _ 1  = B ( a ) ,  and so on. Thus the concept of  sets
r r ^ r - l ^ r
( 3 . 28) of  idea l  d iv isors  seems to include the notion of
d i v i s i b i l i t y  in the usual sense. Further appl ica t ions  are
possible;  fo r  example:
(3 -32) Theorem: Assume the hypotheses o f  ( 3 - 3 1 ) ,  and suppose
that  (m,d) = 1. Let m = Pj0 l . . . p r0r  be a f a c t o r i z a t io n  of  m
in to  powers o f  d i s t i n c t  primes. Then the number o f  sets of
p r im i t i v e  representat ions  of  m by F is given by
r e. -1 
r. ' (m) = n  p. 1 (p. + 1).
H i = l 1
The proof requires  the fo l lowing r e s u l t :
(3 .33 )  Lemma: I f  a ^ , . . . , a t  are quaternions o f  norm p, ( p , d) = 1,
then a  = is  p r im i t i v e  i f  and only i f  a x t j  + j is p r im i t iv e
fo r  j  = l , 2 , . . . , t  -  1 .
proof: ( P a l l ,  [ 8 ] , pp. 4 90 -4 91 ) .  The assert ion is t r i v i a l  i f  t  = 2,
and the necessi ty  o f  a.G!. , being p r im i t i v e  is obvious fo r  every t .
J J + l
Assume fo r  a given t  tha t  Oj-a j  + i I s p r im i t i v e ,  1 £ j  £ t  -  1, and 
a  is  proper.  Consider |8 = GO!t + j .  I f  ^ is not proper,  /3 = yp, 
y  e R; and since p = a t+1 « t + 1 , a  = y  a t + 1 - Hence a t  =
N0 = 1, since both are r ig h t  d iv isors  o f  a  o f  norm p. Hence 
« ta t + l  = cornP^et,i n9 proof .  q .e .d .
The proof of  (3 .32)  now fol lows e a s i l y ;  for  i f  a  is  p r im i t iv e  
such that  Na = m, then by (3 .16 )  there  are p + 1 possible  
quaternions y  o f  norm p which are r ig h t  d iv isors  o f  a .  But, i f  
r > 1, there are only p o f  these which are possible r ig h t  
d iv isors  of  (1 /p )  a  y ,  by ( 3 - 3 3 ) -  Continuation of  this  
reasoning y ie lds  ( 3 . 32) .  q .e .d .
CHAPTER IV 
QUATERNIONS AND BINARY QUADRATIC FORMS
P a l l  in [ 8 ]  introduced a procedure, involv ing quaternions in
the L ip sch i tz  r ing ,  to study the representat ions  of  a pos i t ive
in teger  n as a sum of three squares.  S im i la r  methods using
quaternions in other r ings may be applied in order to count the
representat ions  of  an in teger  by the ad jo in ts  of  other te rnary
forms. A s l i g h t  modi f icat ion  of  these techniques enables the
study of  c e r ta in  binary quadrat ic  forms. We i l l u s t r a t e  in the
2
case tha t  R is  the in te g r a l  order obtained from f  = x -  y z .
1 2Since adj f  = - ^ (x  -  4 y z ) , the Brandt norm-form of R is
1 2  2 given by F = (x + t tx. )  + adj f  = x + x x, + x „ x _ . F is 3 ' o 2 1'  J o o l  2 3
i n d e f i n i t e  and fundamental, and thus, according to Brandt and
Latimer ( [ 9 ] ,  P- 293),  F resides in a genus contain ing a single
c las s .  Because of  th is  and the fa c t  tha t  d = -1 ,  f a c t o r i z a t io n
as in (3.5') is always possible in R. The m u l t i p l ic a t i o n  in R
is  as fol lows:  I f  a  = uq + E ukj k> 0 = vq + £  vkj k , then
k k
“  0  *  V o  ■ U2V3 + l V l  + V l  + V o  + U2V3 " u3V2 ) j l +
(uov2 + V o  + V l ) J 2 + ( V 3 + u3Vo + V 3 ) j 3 '
Let rj = x j i j  + x2*2 + X3*3 3 Pu re ^Y in te g r a l  quaternion.
Define [rj ] = {0r]0:N0 = 1, 0 e R}.  Not ice  tha t  fj, e [rj ] implies
Njil = Nr), and i f  r) is pure ly  p r im i t i v e ,  so is fj,. Thus we w i l l  c a l l
[rj] "pure ly  p r im i t i v e  o f  norm q" i f  Tf is  pure ly  p r im i t iv e  and 
N|) = q. Let if) = [ a , b , c ]  be a p r im i t i v e  binary  quadrat ic  form of
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2
discr iminant d = b -  4ac = -n .  We now define a process by which
j/) c a r r ie s  each pure ly  p r im i t i v e  [ t ) l  o f  norm n / 4 ( /  0) in to  a unique
pure ly  p r im i t i v e  [£ ]  o f  l i k e  norm:
N(b/2 + 7}) = (b2 + n ) / 4  = ac , (b /2  + rj, 1) = b, so b/2 + 7 ]
is  i n t e g r a l .  Hence b/2 + 7} e R, so we may w r i te  b/2 + t j  = o r ,
where Na = c, NT = a ,  a , T  € R. Let £ = ( l /a )TT j r  m TO -  b /2 .
I t  fol lows e a s i l y  tha t  £ is purely i n t e g r a l .  Also,  £ is purely
p r im i t i v e ;  fo r  i f  £ = 33 Y ^ ^  and P| » k = 1 .2 ,3 ,  then p| a
_  k
since arj = t £t  and (x^ .x^ .x^)  = 1. Also, p|n,  since
2 2 
y l  -  ^ 2 ^ 3  = "n ’ because b + n = 4ac, p| b.  Further ,
a£a = cr) implies p | c .  This contrad icts  the p r i m i t i v i t y  of  l/) .
Also,  i f  t  is  replaced by £*r, N0 = 1, £ is replaced by
0£0 € [£ ]  . I f  7] is  replaced by QrjQ, N0 = 1, then £ is unchanged,
since b/2  + 07)0 = 0aT0, ( 1/N ( t0 )  ) t 8 (6 t]9)9t  = (1/Nt)t t?T = £ .
( 4 .1 )  Lemma: The process associated with  the p r im i t i v e  form
jj) = [ a , b , c ]  is the same as that  fo r  the fo l lowing forms equiva lent  
to l/>:
[a ,  b + 2ah, c + b h + a h ] ,  [c ,  -b,  a ] .
proof: I f  b/2 + 7] -  OT, then (b /2  + ah) + 7] = (a + h r ) r .  and
- b /2  + TJ = - ( b / 2  + 7]) = -  T  o ;  a lso,  (1/Na)cr?p- = TO -  b/2 = £ .  q .e .
( 4 .2 )  C oro l la ry :  Any two equiva lent  forms i|) determine the same 
process.
Thus we may speak of  a class C of p r im i t i v e  forms taking [rj]
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( 4 . 3 )  Lem m a: I f  [ t j ]  £  [ £ ] ,  [ C l  -  [ * ] ,  t h e n  [ t j ]  C£  [ 4 ] .
The proof involves uni ted forms. The reader is re fe rre d  
to [ 8] ,  p. 496.
( 4 .4 )  Lemma: There is  a t  most one p r im i t i v e  class o f  d iscr iminant  
-n carry ing any given pure ly  p r im i t i v e  [ t j ]  of  norm n /4  in to  a 
given pure ly  p r im i t i v e  [ £ ]  o f  the same norm.
proof: Suppose C,D take [ t j]  in to  [S3* Then both CD * and the
p r in c ip a l  class E carry  [rj] in to  [ r j ] . Suppose m is p r i m i t i v e l y  
represented by CD Then m can be made the f i r s t  c o e f f i c i e n t  
of a form l^=[m,b,c] c CD * .  ip takes [ t j ]  in to  [ t j ]  , so there is  
an in te g r a l  quaternion t  € R s a t is fy in g  Nt = m and t W  =
From th is  fol lows tTJ = TJT, an expansion of which y ie lds
Xi t j = XjV  i , J  = 1' 2 ’ 3 ’ where V = S  X|<V T = V  + S  t k i k ’k k
Since (x^.x^^x^) = 1, we can f in d  an integer  g such that
2 2
t k = gxk> k = 1 , 2 , 3 .  Thus m = Nr = t Q + + x2* 3 9 *
C le a r ly  [ l ,  x ^ ^ x ^ ]  € E, and thus E represents every integer  
represented p r i m i t i v e l y  by F = CD * .  Since E is ambiguous,
F = E, C = D. q .e .d .
(4 .5 )  Lemma: Suppose [ tj]  ^ [ £ ] ,  N0 = - 1 .  Assume that  the 
p r in c ip a l  class E and C have d iscr im inant  -n = - 4 N t j . Then:
( i )  [ < ]  -  [-TJ]
( i i )  [Tj] [ - 0C0 ]
( i i i )  [ - 0TJ0 ] (- I ^ C[C]
kk
proof: An easy v e r i f i c a t i o n ,
We now turn to the equation TOCT = (}, where t  € R, and
a  = E  a. i,  , 0  = 2  b. i.  are pure ly  i n t e g r a l .  Pol iak  in [10 ]  
k k k k k
t rea ted  th is  equation more g e n era l ly .  The s i t u a t io n  here is  
simpler .  By d i r e c t  computation,
1 2 t l t 2a3 “ 2 t ot 3a2 + *o a l + t o t l a l + 2 t ot 2a3 ‘  t 2 t 3a l :
(4 .6 ) b2 = * 2 * o2 + a l t o t 2 + * 1 * 2 ' '
b3 = a 2 ( _ t 3 ) 2 + a l ^ " t 3 ^ t o + V  + a3 ^ o  +
Thus, for  r  = t  + E  t. j .  , the equations (4 .6 )  imply tha t  i f  o k k k
T = T(t ) =
- t .
t  + t .  o 1
, det T = Nt ,
then T'AT = B, where A, B are respe c t ive ly  the matrices o f  the 
forms <p(a) = [ a ^ a ^ a ^ ] ,  <p(|3) = [ b ^ b j . b ^ ] .  Conversely,  i f
S =
s a t i s f i e s  S'AS = B, then a  = cr( S) = s  ̂ + (s^ -  s j ) j j  + s 2 S2J 3
s a t is f i e s  aao  = 0 .  Thus, in p a r t i c u l a r ,  a set [tj] "corresponds"  
to a class C(rj) in the sense that  £ e [ t j]  i f  and only i f  
<p(C) ~<p(?)) € 0 (17) .  Moreover, i f  ^ = [ a , b , c ]  is p r im i t i v e  of  
discr iminant -n ,  then a (>P) = bi  ̂ + ai£ + ci^  is pure ly  p r im i t iv e  
of norm n /4 .  Also,  a (p ( r j j ) )  = TJ, <P(g!(«/>)) = ct(T (t ) )  = T .
Let a(C) denote a representa t ive  o f  [« ($ ' ) ] ,  where tp' g C.
As before,  l e t  E denote the p r in c ip a l  class o f  d iscr iminant -  n =
-4Ntj, where t) = is pure ly  p r i m i t i v e .  Then
k
TJ1 = X j i j  + i 2 + x2x3 i 3 € [ a ( E)3> since surely  [ 1, X j ^ x ^ l  € E<
By d i r e c t  computation, x^/2 + r }1 -  OT, where a  = x^j  ̂ + j 2 + X3J 3 
(Na = x^ ) ,  and r  = x2 + (1 -  x2 ) j j ( N T  = x2) , and tTJ’t  = x2TJ.
Hence C(rj) takes [a(E!l ]  in to  [ 77] .
(4 .7 )  Theorem: There is a one-to-one correspondence between
purely p r im i t i v e  sets [ 77]  of  norm n /4  and classes o f  p r im i t iv e
binary quadrat ic  forms o f  d iscr iminant - n .  Also, given any two
such pure ly  p r im i t i v e  sets, [ 77]  and [ £ ] ,  there is a unique class  
C taking [ 77] in to  [ £ ] .  I f  B, C, D are p r im i t i v e  classes of  
discr im inant  ^n, then BC = D i f  and only i f  [ a ( B ) ]  -♦ [ a ( D ) ] .
proof: The f i r s t  statement has already  been estab l ished as f a c t .
From the preceding,  [a(E)]-Ell?!. [ 17] ,  [a (E )]  Thus,
[ 77]  [ £ ] •  Uniqueness has already been estab l ished .
Suppose tha t  [ 77]  -• [C l *  The commutativity of  the diagram
[7?] _ [c ]
C(rj)
La(E)]
y ie lds  the v a l i d i t y  o f  the l a s t  sentence in the theorem. q .e .d .
Thus composition o f  p r im i t iv e  binary quadrat ic  forms may be 
achieved simply by m u l t ip ly ing  quaternions! The correspondence
between th is  method and composition by united forms may be gleaned 
from the formulae
b/2 + bi L + 9^2 + a2c i3 = 1 + aiJ2 + c->3^a2 + ^  " a2^J 1̂  ’
(a2 + ( 1 -  a2) j 1) ( b j 1 + al } 2 + cj = b/2 + bi l + a ^ ^  + ci^.
For the connection between th is  "q l ia tern ionic  compositioh" and
composition by b i l in e a r  s u b s t i tu t io n ,  we turn to Gauss.
S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  we answer the question,  "Given a quatern ionic
f '
composition BC = D determined by do'(B)] -> [o!(D)]> f ' c  C, is  
there in evidence a Gaussian b i l in e a r  s u b s t i tu t io n  which y ie lds  
F = f f 1, f  f  B, F f  D?". . .And the converse question as w e l l .
Thus suppose tha t  f  = [ a , b , c ]  e B, f 1 = [ a ^ b ' . c 1]  € C.
Suppose fu r t h e r  tha t  b ' / 2  + a ( f )  = err, Nr = a ' ,  NC = c ' ,
and the famous equations [ 1 ]  -  [ 9 ]  o f  a r t i c l e  235 o f  Gauss'
P isq u is i t io n es  Ar i thmeticae  ( [ 3 ] ) ,  prompt use o f  the b i l in e a r  
su b s t i tu t io n  with  matr ix
and <p(£) = F. Then the equations t£t  = a ' a ( f ) ,  cr£(T = c ' a ( f ) ,
t
3 3
- t 2 u2 t o
Indeed, using th is  s u b s t i tu t io n ,  F is a composite o f  the forms 
f ,  f 1 in the Gauss sense.
Conversely,  suppose F = f f 1 v ia  the b i l in e a r  s u b s t i tu t io n
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T =
p p 1 p" p" 1
q q ' q" q " 1
and tha t  a l l  three forms are p r im i t i v e  o f  d iscr iminant d.
Butts and Estes in [ l ]  pointed out tha t  pq" -  qp" = a 1, 
p 'q " 1 -  q 1 p 1,1 = c 1. And, in f a c t ,  i f  we choose a ,  T by 
T = T (ot.t) , then N c r = c ' ,  Nr = a ' ,  b ' / 2  + a ( f )  ■ CTT, and 
TOi( f ) T = a ' a ( F ) .  We remark in passing tha t ,  e v id e n t ly ,  
quaternionic  and Gaussian composition coincide over every  
domain which admits composition in the Gauss sense. The 
fo l low ing  lemma allows us to i d e n t i f y  quaternion and Gaussian 
composition even in the case when discr iminants  are not equal ,
(4 .8 )  Lemma: Let p be a prime, n = 0 or -1 (mod 4 ) .  Every
2 —  
pure ly  p r im i t i v e  £ o f  norm p n /4  is  o f  the form £ = Tffr,  where
Nr = p and Ntj = n /4 .  Further ,  r  and r) are unique apart  from
in s er t io n  of  un i t  fa c to r s .  Thus every pure ly  p r im i t iv e  [£ ]
o f  norm p n /4  is der ivab le  from a unique pure ly  p r im i t iv e
[ 17]  o f  norm n /4 .
proof: Suppose p is odd. Choose j  = 0 or 1 such that  p j / 2  + £
is i n t e g r a l .  Then N (p j /2  + y) = p ( j  + n ) / 4 .  Hence
p j / 2  + £ = CTT, where Nt  = p, cr p r im i t i v e  (mod p) . Therefore,
or and pj /2  + £ = r ( T j  “ or) have the same l e f t  d iv isors  o f  norm p.
Thus CT = TTJ1, p j / 2  + £ = TTf'T, £ = t ( t ) '  -  j / 2 ) T  = TVT■ We obtain
uniqueness re a d i ly  from ( 3 3 ) .  I f  p = 2 , the above proof applies
with j  chosen 0 or 1 according as n = 0 or  -1 (mod k ) . q . e .d .
The techniques developed in th is  chapter may be applied to  
the study o f  the quadrat ic  orders R^. We i l l u s t r a t e  by using 
these methods to der ive  some resu l ts  obtained by Butts and P a l l  
in [ 2] .
We can, in view of ( 4 . 8 ) ,  map a given p r im i t i v e  class C of
2
binary quadrat ic  forms of d iscr iminant dv onto a unique
p r im i t i v e  class D of d iscr im inant  d; simply take D = C ( r j ) , where
a ( c )  = TTJT» Nr = v >  0.  An easy argument shows tha t  th is
f a c t o r i z a t io n  is e s s e n t i a l l y  unique. According to Theorem (2 .5 )
in [ 2 ] ,  th is  corresponds to the function C -• Cl^.
2
Now suppose tha t  d 1 = dv (v >  0 ) ,  and tha t  A1,A are i n v e r t i b l e
f r a c t i o n a l  ideals  in R^' ,  R  ̂ re s p e c t iv e ly .  To study the equation
A = A' Rj ,  we may assume A =  [m,r  + to], A1 = k [ m ' , r '  + w1] ,  k
r a t i o n a l ,  m, m', r ,  r 1 e Z, m|N(r + to), m' j N ( r '  + to1) ,  where
to = tOjj, W1 = COj i as in ( 1 . 2 ) .  Associated with the i n v e r t i b l e
f r a c t i o n a l  ideals  A, A1 are the p r im i t i v e  norms Y(A) =
[m, 2r + c, N(r. + ^ / m ^ > T( A' )  = [ m1, 2r 1 + c ' ,  N( r '  + to ' ) /m ' ]
2
of discr iminants  d and dv re sp e c t iv e ly .  Hence we may associate  
with A, A1 pure ly  p r im i t i v e  sets [ 77], [ t j 1] ,  where T) = 0' (^ (A ) ) , 77' = 
a ( ¥ ( A ' ) ) ,  o f  norms-d/4,  -dv / 4  re s p e c t iv e ly .  According to 
Theorem (5 .1 )  o f  [ 2 ] ,  A = A'R^ implies the ex is tence of  a matrix
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such that  k(m' ,  r '  + (O') = (m, r + CO) H . I t  fol lows that
Y(A)H = Y ( A ' ) ,  and thus tTJT = 1?', where r  = e + (n j  -  e ) j  l
-h j^  has norm en^ = v. Conversely,  i f  A is an i n v e r t i b l e ' i d e a l  in
Rj ,  and A 1 is an i n v e r t i b l e  idea l  in R̂ 1 obtained from tvJT = 7] ' ,
Nr = v, then A 1 Rj = A.
Now l e t  p be a prime. Then there are p + 1 ideals  ( t ]  
of norm Nt = P in R, according to ( 3 . 1 6 ) .  Those fo r  which 
T17T = 0 (mod p ) , Na = n /4 ,  are, by ( 3 . 9 ) ,  the r ig h t  d iv isors  of
A ap
xq /2  + 77, where (xQ + n ) / 4  = 0 (mod p ) , and thus are 1 + (— ) 
in number. Also,  i f  t  and r 1 are not l e f t  associates,  then 
TTjr and r 'T fT 1 are not in the same purely p r im i t iv e  set  [ £ ] ,  
from the uniqueness fea tu re  o f  ( 4 . 8 ) .  Thus a given pure ly  
p r im i t i v e  [ 17]  o f  norm n /4  gives r is e  to (p + 1) -  (1 + (“ ) )  = P " ( ~ )
r r
2pure ly  p r im i t i v e  sets [£ ]  of  norm p n / 4 .  We obtain e a s i l y , t h e n ,  that
2the number N of  pure ly  pr imit ive  sets [ £ ]  o f  norm nv / 4 ,  v >  0, o b ta in ­
able from a given pure ly  primitive set  [ 77̂  o f  norm n/4  is given by
r e . " 1
(4 .9 )  N = n Pj 1 (p. -  (— ) )  ,
i = l .  Hi
e l ewhere v = p  ̂ . . . p r r i s a f a c t o r i z a t io n  of  v in to  d i s t i n c t  primes.  
Hence we deduce Theorem 5.2  and C o ro l la ry  5 . 3 . 1  o f  [ 2 ] ,  namely:
(4 .10 )  Theorem: Suppose A is an i n v e r t i b l e  f r a c t i o n a l  idea l  in
2 01 Q
R. ,  where d = -n ,  and d 1 = dv , v >  0.  Let v -  p, 1 . . . p  r be a d 1 r
f a c t o r i z a t io n  of  v in to  d i s t i n c t  primes. Then the number of
i n v e r t i b l e  f r a c t i o n a l  ideals  A1 in R j 1 such that A' Rj  = A isd d
given by ( 4 . 9 ) .
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